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Summary

This doctoral thesis investigated how training can best support process con-

trol performance in consideration of individual differences, i.e. operator char-

acteristics. Process control can be found in industries that control large

chemical, energy or thermal processes and is highly safety-critical.

The research question was approached through experimental studies con-

ducted with a simulated process control task. Study I investigated the rela-

tionship between operator characteristics and process control performance.

Study II replicated and extended these findings by analyzing the relation

between the same and additional operator characteristics and process con-

trol performance. The focus of study III was on the comparison of three

training approaches designed to enhance process control performance. Study

IV aimed at applying a novel measure of structural knowledge to test its

potential as a training outcome in process control.

Taken together, the results show that effects of operator characteristics

and training methods on performance differ with respect to the two main

tasks of process control–system control and fault finding. Hence, one needs

to consider operator characteristics and design training interventions accord-

ing to each of the subtasks.

Keywords : Training; Process control; Individual Characteristics; Training

Method; Training Outcome
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Ensuring safety in work environments

Ensuring safety in work environments is essential –not only for personnel,

but also for the organization as well as the environment. Safety is perceived

as the functioning of an organization without serious failures or harm for the

organization and the environment. Safety is continuously developed from a

coaction of intra- and extra- organizational factors such as personnel, tech-

nology, or rules (Fahlbruch, Schöbel & Domeinski, 2008).

One measure taken to ensure safety is training. A skilled workforce can

yield higher productivity, higher motivation and commitment, and increased

safety (Salas, Wilson, Priest & Guthrie, 2006b). Training refers to the

acquisition of skills that result in improved performance (Patrick, 1992) and

is defined as “the systematic approach to affecting individuals’ knowledge,

skills, and attitudes in order to improve individual, team, and organizational

effectiveness” (Aguinis & Kraiger, 2009, p. 452). As Patrick (1992) states,

the important point is that “training is more than just learning” (p. 2),

because training is aimed at improving performance on a specified task, while
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learning refers to the change in a person’s behavior in response to a particular

situation due to repeated experiences in that situation.

Training of personnel has become an important factor in organizations as

can be shown by the resources spent on training. The American Society for

Training and Development estimated that U.S. organizations spent $134.1

billion on employee training and development in 2008 (ASTD, 2009). A wide

range of different training approaches are employed, but on-the-job train-

ing and the lecture method remain the most frequently used. More recent

training approaches involve computer- and technology-assisted instruction

(Goldstein, 1993; Salas et al., 2006b). Furthermore, individual differences

of trainees are of concern in terms of the training design. Training pro-

grams need to be designed appropriately to the abilities and the personality

of trainees (e.g. Salas et al., 2006b).

Despite these endeavors for personnel training in organizations, “the real-

ity is, all too often, that the training an individual experiences is ineffective

and fails to transfer back to the workplace” (Fincham, 1999, p. 36). In

this context, Goldstein (1993) refers to the “training struggle”. Most or-

ganizations do not evaluate their training programs in order to determine

their utility. If training is evaluated, then it is done so by means of collect-

ing trainee reactions at the end of the course. However, to assess whether

skills were acquired and whether they transfer to job performance, follow-up

measurements on the job are needed. Besides the lack of thorough train-

ing evaluations, there is also a lack of training needs assessments through

task, person and organization analyses (Dipboye, 1997; Goldstein, 1993).

However, it is essential to assess training needs, both for personnel and the

organization, in order to derive training objectives that enable an effective

training program to be designed.

Early endeavors to devise training programs designed to improve safety

took place around 1900 with studies devoted to safety training in industries
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such as mining and railroads (Ford, 1997). More recent advancements stem

from the aviation industry. In the 1970s, a series of accidents (e.g. 1977

Tenerife runway collision) implicated human error as a causal factor. Rec-

ognizing the significance of human error, the aviation industry introduced

special training programs designed to reduce error and improve safety. The

aviation industry has been instrumental in the development of safety train-

ing called crew resource management training. Crew resource management

training has been adopted by other industries with high hazards, including

anaesthesiology, air traffic control, the navy, nuclear power industry, avia-

tion maintenance, and the offshore oil industry (Flin, O’Connor & Mearns,

2002; Salas, Wilson, Burke & Wightman, 2006a). In the aviation (civil and

military) as well as the nuclear power industry, such crew resource manage-

ment trainings is mandatory (O’Connor & Flin, 2003; Salas et al., 2006a;

Strohschneider, 2008).

In summary, training has become a way of life for many organizations

(Salas et al., 2006b). Furthermore, special endeavors are undertaken to en-

sure safety in high hazard work environments by means of special training

programs. However, there still remains the need for a thorough needs assess-

ment and a consideration of individual differences as well as sound training

evaluations after training delivery. In this doctoral thesis, training and indi-

vidual differences in the context of complex human–machine interaction are

investigated.
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1.2 Contribution of this thesis to human fac-

tors as well as work and organizational

psychology

Research findings from work and organizational psychology as well as human

factors are integrated in this thesis. Traditional research topics from work

and organizational psychology –training and individual differences– are in-

vestigated in the context of human-machine interaction thereby aiming to

gain new insights into human factors. At the same time, the goal is to ex-

pand the research field of work and organizational psychology by performing

research in a domain that is novel to work and organizational psychology.

By presenting the history of both disciplines, their objectives and research

fields, these research goals are explained in more detail.

Both the history of work and organizational psychology and that of hu-

man factors can be traced back to experimental psychology (for example the

work of Wilhelm Wundt). Later on, a more applied psychology began to

emerge, as there was a need for a more “usable” psychology (Lane, 2007, p.

244). During World War I, airplanes and tanks became increasingly complex

and operator errors started to increase. This led to the military’s interest

in meeting the demands posed on operators through new systems and de-

termining whether humans were capable of meeting these demands. This

work resulted, for instance, in the development of new displays and controls.

World War II was the starting point for the divergence of work and orga-

nizational psychology and human factors. While work and organizational

psychologists were involved with the testing, screening, and classification of

recruits, human factors experts were concerned with adapting knowledge of

human abilities and limitations to the design of military equipment (Lane,

2007; Muchinsky, 1987). After the two World Wars, members of industry also
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began to hire human factors experts to design jobs and equipment which led

to a further expanding of human factors (Lane, 2007).

Today, human factors investigates how humans accomplish work-related

tasks in the context of human-machine interaction while work and organiza-

tional psychology has a broader view, in that the concern is with behavior

in work situations in general (Chmiel, 2000; Muchinsky, 1987). The two dis-

ciplines of work and organizational psychology and human factors do have

research fields in common, such as training, effects of stress or team perfor-

mance. However, they are considered to be distinct entities, because human

factors has become a multidisciplinary endeavor that has been influenced not

only by psychology, but also by engineering, design, physiology, and computer

science (Lane, 2007).

The history of the two disciplines has influenced the topics that are inves-

tigated. By inspecting text books from work and organizational psychology

(Chmiel, 2000; Fincham, 1999; Nerdinger, Blickle & Schaper, 1999; Weinert,

2004), research topics of the discipline are summarized. Traditional research

topics in work and organizational psychology include leadership, motivation

and job satisfaction, social interaction including group and intergroup behav-

ior, stress, organizational culture and processes, as well as training and indi-

vidual differences. These topics were traditionally investigated with regard

to work environments such as manufacturing, military, office work or sales

(Muchinsky, 1987). Traditional research topics in human factors are, due

to its history, more related to cognitive and experimental psychology. They

include decision making, attention, perception and information processing,

workload and stress, display design, automation, safety, accidents and human

error. These topics were traditionally investigated regarding work environ-

ments such as aviation, transportation, military or nuclear power (Badke-

Schaub, Hofinger & Lauche, 2008; Wickens, Gordon & Liu, 1998; Wickens

& Hollands, 2000; Salvendy, 2006).
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As mentioned above, training and individual differences are focused on in

this thesis. Training and individual differences belong to traditional research

topics in work and organizational psychology. They have been investigated

in a range of different work environments –as summarized above–, but have

rarely been examined in high hazard work environments. Furthermore, most

of the research performed on the relationship between personality, ability and

performance explored only student performance from grade school through

college (Goldstein, 1993).

In the field of human factors, individual differences present a novel topic.

In the Handbook of Human Factors (Salvendy, 2006), for instance, contri-

butions to individual differences are included. However, these contributions

are all related to design but not to training (e.g. “design for people with

functional limitations”, “design for aging” or “design for children”). More-

over, the study of individual differences is limited to demographic variables.

A review on personnel selection –which is related to research on individual

differences– is included in the handbook (Hedge & Borman, 2006), although

it is kept on a general level and is not specifically related to high hazard

work environments and human-machine interaction. This might be due to

the fact that research on personality and ability variables and high hazard

work environments are hard to come by, except from the field of aviation

(e.g. Wickens et al., 1998).

Training research is approached differently by work and organizational

psychology and human factors. For work and organizational psychologists,

training is “inherently an applied enterprise in which organizations attempt

to change individuals in a way that is consistent with the job requirements”

(Quiñones & Ehrenstein, 1997, p. xi), and technological, social, and indi-

vidual factors are primarily considered. For human factors psychologists or

cognitive psychologists, training involves applying principles of learning and

skill acquisition and a focus on individual ability, information processing and
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task characteristics (Quiñones & Ehrenstein, 1997). This doctoral thesis

aims at integrating both approaches by drawing on training theories from

work and organizational psychology and theories of skill acquisition from

human factors research.

In conclusion, this doctoral thesis aims to contribute to filling research

gaps in work and organizational psychology as well as human factors. Train-

ing and individual differences are studied in a high hazard work environment

–process control– integrating research approaches and findings from both

disciplines.

The next chapter goes into more detail about training in process control

and introduces the research questions underlying the studies of the thesis.

The four studies were designed in a similar fashion, which is summarized in

the method sections (Chapter 3). Following this, the studies are presented

(Chapters 4 to 7). Finally, findings are summarized (Chapter 8) and dis-

cussed on a comprehensive level with an emphasis on issues and results that

were found in all studies (Chapter 9).
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Chapter 2

Training in process control

This chapter leads to the research question that guided the four studies

presented in this doctoral thesis and introduces the model underlying the

studies. The studies are integrated into present theory and research, and

their similarities are highlighted.

2.1 Characteristics of process control

Despite growing concerns relating to nuclear technology after Three Mile Is-

land (1979) and Chernobyl (1986), there are now 438 nuclear power reactors

operating worldwide and the number is growing. More than 40 nuclear power

plants are under construction around the world, and 80 more are planned.

Reactors are predominantly built in Asia. Ten reactors are under construc-

tion in China, seven in Russia and six in India (Gillmann, 2009; IAEA,

2009; Meshkati, 1991; Vicente, 2006). The nuclear industry is one exam-

ple for process control. However, the task of process control can be found

in a range of industries that regulate and control large chemical, energy or

thermal processes such as refineries, chemical plants or steel making (Moray,

1997; Wickens & Hollands, 2000). In such industries, the safety and relia-
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bility of plants is a critical goal and the ongoing construction of new plants

emphasizes the need for continuing efforts relating to safety and reliability.

Process industries involve processing of materials and energy to produce

a product by means of physical or chemical transformations (Moray, 1997).

The processes are highly safety-critical and disturbances or accidents can

have severe consequences for nature and for humans (Wickens & Hollands,

2000). A great deal of research effort has been undertaken to analyze the

relation between errors and accidents, to find out what kind of errors re-

sulted in accidents, and in particular what proportion of errors was caused

by humans (directly) and what proportion was caused by technology failures

(e.g. Reason & Hobbs, 2003). In human-machine interaction, 60 to 90%

of all system failures are attributed to human error, regardless of domain

(Hollnagel, 1998). Thus, the human is a critical component to establish and

ensure safety in man-machine systems.

Wickens and Hollands (2000) describe three particular characteristics of

process control.

– The processes are generally highly complex and involve a high num-

ber of interacting variables and many degrees of freedom (Moray, 1997;

Wickens & Hollands, 2000). Variables can be cross-coupled, so that

changes in one variable affect several other variables simultaneously.

Modern control rooms comprise more than 5000 displays and thousands

of controls and alarms to display these processes (Sheridan, 2006; Vi-

cente, Mumaw & Roth, 2004). Such complexity can severely overbur-

den the operator’s mental model of the status of the plant and makes

it extremely difficult for operators to identify the state of the plant.

The mental model of the status of the plant, however, is critical for

both normal control and abnormal situations (Moray, 1997; Wickens

& Hollands, 2000).
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– The process variables and system responses are slow. A control ac-

tion may not produce a visible system response for seconds or minutes.

Because of these slow system responses, human performance regard-

ing decision making, attention, perception or memory are essential for

control while motor abilities are less important. Due to the slow re-

sponses, manual control of operators is mostly open-loop. The operator

controls outer-loop variables, whereas automated adjustment and feed-

back loops handle the inner-loop control, as illustrated by the following

example: “The operator of a blast furnace may choose a set point of de-

sired temperature, and automated inner-loop control will provide the

amount of fuel and energy to the furnace necessary to achieve that

temperature some minutes later” (Wickens & Hollands, 2000, p. 514).

A closed-loop strategy would be potentially inefficient and unstable

because of the slow system responses.

– Process control is closely tied to automation (Wickens & Hollands,

2000; Sheridan, 2002). Many components of process control have been

automated because of the immense complexity and the demands posed

on the human operator. Toxic or hazardous materials, for example,

cannot be handled by the operator directly. On the one hand, automa-

tion supports and relieves the operator, but on the other, automation

can entail difficulties such as complacency, decreased situation aware-

ness or loss of skills (Manzey, 2008). Bainbridge (1983) points out the

irony that one does not necessarily remove difficulties by automating.

However, process control is not synonymous with automation, because

many processes can be controlled manually. Typical situations for man-

ual intervention include the start-up and shut-down of the plant, ab-

normal situations and fault management (Moray, 1997).
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2.2 Training objectives in process control

Training of personnel is one of the measures from among other safety-sup-

porting activities such as system and interface design to assure safe operation

in process control. Regular training of operators takes on an important role

in process industries. The objective of training is to minimize errors and

to prepare personnel to cope with incidents, abnormal situations, and even

the worst case scenario (Flexman & Stark, 1987; IAEA, 2004; Mannarelli,

Roberts & Bea, 1996; Wickens & Hollands, 2000).

The starting point for training design is the determination of training

objectives. Therefore, the first and crucial step in training development

includes the analysis of the task and task components to be trained. Based

on a cognitive task analysis including different methods such as error analysis,

hierarchical task analysis and protocol analysis, cognitive requirements of the

process control task were derived in a pilot study (Burkolter, Kluge, Schüler,

Sauer & Ritzmann, 2007).

The operator’s task in process control has been described by Wickens and

Hollands (2000) as “hours of intolerable boredom punctuated by a few min-

utes of pure hell” (p. 517). Although it does not apply exactly to the work in

process industries and is somewhat overstated in this case, the assertion illus-

trates the two major tasks in process control: The first task of the operator

is to control and stabilize the system by standard procedures, which corre-

sponds to the “hours of intolerable boredom” (Wickens & Hollands, 2000).

The second task involves intervening, diagnosing and repair in the case of

fault states and abnormal situations, i.e. the “minutes of hell” (Wickens &

Hollands, 2000). The two tasks, system control and fault finding, demand

different cognitive regulatory processes.

System control mainly requires trained procedures to be followed, which

mostly occurs on a rule-based level of cognitive control. In contrast, fault
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finding during novel situations may require innovation because no previous

know-how or rules are available. Thus, the control moves on a higher level,

the knowledge-based level of cognitive control (Rasmussen, 1990; Wickens &

Hollands, 2000). For system control, the operator is focusing on the forward

flow of events (“what causes what?”), whereas the operator needs to reverse

this thought pattern during fault states (“what was caused by what?”). Fi-

nally, it is important to note that ability in system control and fault finding

are independent. An operator who performs well in system control and sta-

bilization need not necessarily be as good in fault finding, and vice versa

(Landeweerd, 1979; Wickens & Hollands, 2000).

Abnormal situations and fault states (fortunately) occur very rarely in

practice. However, operators have to be prepared for these cases, because

consequences of errors can be grave. Moreover, there are procedures such

as start-up and shut-down of plants that only require implementation at

certain intervals. Thus, operators need to retain knowledge and skills for

long durations, despite periods of non-use. Those periods of non-use can last

for several months or years (called temporal transfer). A further challenge

is that knowledge and skills might have to be adapted to novel situations

because it is not possible to prepare for every fault situation beforehand

(called adaptive transfer; Kluge, Sauer, Schüler & Burkolter, 2009; Sauer,

Hockey & Wastell, 2000b).

Taken together, training objectives for process control can be summarized

as follows: The operator has to be trained to perform the two main tasks

of process control, system control and fault finding, both for practiced and

novel fault states.
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2.3 Models of training antecedents and train-

ing outcomes

The extent to which training objectives are reached – system control and

fault finding for practiced and novel fault states – is evaluated by measuring

training outcomes. Training outcomes are influenced by training antecedents

such as individual and situational characteristics or different training meth-

ods. These relationships between training antecedents, training methods and

training outcomes are analyzed in the present studies. A model of training

antecedents, training methods and training outcomes was developed as a

basis for the studies of this thesis.

The model was derived from (a) the integrative theory of training an-

tecedents and training outcomes by Colquitt, LePine and Noe (2000) and

(b) the classification scheme for evaluating training outcomes by Kraiger,

Ford and Salas (1993). Both the theory and the classification scheme are de-

scribed in more detail in the next sections. Additionally, reasons for basing

the model on the two approaches are given.

2.3.1 Integrative theory of training antecedents and

training outcomes

Colquitt et al. (2000) derived their integrative theory of training antecedents

and training outcomes based on a literature review and meta-analysis of

studies from work and organizational psychology. The meta-analysis included

more than a hundred studies on training conducted in the field (business

organizations and military) and the laboratory. In their theory, training

antecedents are linked to training outcomes (see Figure 2.1).

Several reasons are put forward as to why the integrative theory of train-

ing antecedents and training outcomes was chosen upon which to base the
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Figure 2.1: Colquitt and colleagues’ (2000) integrative theory of training mo-
tivation, its antecedents, and its relationships with training outcomes (sim-
plified)

studies of the thesis. As explained in the introduction, this thesis aims at

integrating research approaches and findings from work and organizational

psychology as well as human factors with the aim of gaining new insights.

Since a comprehensive and suitable training theory for process control tasks

cannot be found to date, a training theory from work and organizational psy-

chology was chosen to apply to process control. The model by Colquitt et al.

(2000) is found suitable for process control, because it includes the compo-

nents that are relevant for training in process control. The theory presents

and describes factors affecting training outcomes. Furthermore, the theory

also includes transfer performance as an additional factor relating to train-

ing outcomes. As described in section 2.2, temporal and adaptive transfer

are critical goals in the training of process control tasks. Finally, Colquitt

et al. (2000) provide a model that is not only theoretically based, but also

empirically tested.
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Training antecedents include individual and situational characteristics,

pretraining self-efficacy, valence, job/career variables, cognitive ability and

motivation to learn. Individual characteristics (e.g. locus of control or consci-

entiousness) as well as situational characteristics (e.g. climate, manager/peer

support) have an effect on training outcomes. Training outcomes, in turn, in-

fluence transfer and job performance. The effect of individual and situational

characteristics on training outcomes is mediated by pretraining self-efficacy,

valence and job/career variables and motivation to learn. Furthermore, it

was shown that individual and situational characteristics are also directly

related to training motivation, training outcomes, transfer and job perfor-

mance. Because the model proposes both mediated as well as direct rela-

tionships, Colquitt et al. (2000) refer to it as the partially mediated training

theory.1 They suggest that individual and situational characteristics are crit-

ical factors before training, during training, and after training.

2.3.2 Classification scheme for evaluating training out-
comes

Colquitt et al. (2000) chose declarative knowledge, skill acquisition, post-

training self-efficacy and reactions as measures of training outcome. However,

critical measures of training outcomes for process control such as procedural

or structural knowledge are lacking in this approach. Therefore, the mea-

surement of further training outcomes connected with a structural approach

to the measurement of training outcomes is suggested. This approach is

described below.
1Colquitt et al. (2000) not only present the mediated relationship between individual

and situational characteristics and training outcomes, but also the direct relationship

between individual and situational characteristics and each of the factors motivation to

learn, training outcomes, transfer and job performance. For the sake of clarity, these direct

relationships are not depicted in Figure 2.1.
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Assuming that learning outcomes are multidimensional, Kraiger et al.

(1993) propose a novel classification scheme for evaluating learning outcomes.

By multidimensional, Kraiger et al. (1993) mean that “learning may be ev-

ident from changes in cognitive, affective, or skill capacities” (p. 311). In

earlier approaches of training evaluation (e.g. Kirckpatrick, 2007), it was not

clear how training was conceptualized or how learning should be measured

(Kraiger et al., 1993). Therefore, drawing from research in cognitive, so-

cial and instructional psychology as well as human factors, three categories

–cognitive, skill-based and affective training outcomes– are suggested. A

short description of the three training outcomes and their constructs follow-

ing Kraiger et al. (1993) is given below.

Cognitive outcomes It is questioned whether measures of verbal knowl-

edge are capable of discriminating “among learners at higher levels

of cognitive development” (Kraiger et al., 1993, p. 313). Therefore,

Kraiger et al. propose structural knowledge and cognitive strategies as

cognitive outcomes in addition to verbal knowledge. Structural knowl-

edge is perceived as the way in which concepts are organized and inter-

related within a knowledge domain (Davis, Curtis & Tschetter, 2003).

Skill-based outcomes In the initial skill acquisition phase, trainees’ per-

formance is slow, relying strongly on working memory. In compari-

son, advanced skills are characterized by smooth and fast performance.

With continued training, automaticity can be reached. The automatic

processing allows the trainee to cope with additional demands because

greater cognitive resources are available.

Affective outcomes Affective outcomes can influence behavior and perfor-

mance. In short, all learning outcomes that are neither cognitive nor

skill-based are counted as affective outcomes. Affective outcomes in-

clude attitudinal or motivational outcomes. An attitudinal outcome
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might involve changing values, while motivational outcomes are often

secondary objectives of training, for example self-efficacy.

2.4 Model of training antecedents, training
methods and training outcomes in pro-
cess control

From the theory and the classification described, a model of training an-

tecedents, training methods, training outcomes and transfer performance for

the context of process control was derived (see Figure 2.2). The model de-

picts how training antecedents affect training, and training in turn affects

training outcomes as well as transfer performance. It was developed in line

with the theory and the relationships between training antecedents and out-

comes proposed by Colquitt et al. (2000) and was complemented with the

classification scheme for training outcomes by Kraiger et al. (1993). How-

ever, the model was adapted to suit the characteristics of the process control

task and its training, as presented above (see sections 2.1 and 2.2).

The research questions of this thesis are based on the model. The guiding

idea of this thesis is to support operators with training in consideration of

operator characteristics. The research question of this thesis is as follows:

How can training best support process control performance with regard to

operator characteristics? And more specifically: Which operator character-

istics, training methods and which knowledge type support which training

outcomes in process control best? To approach the research question, the

components of the model and their relationships with each other are ana-

lyzed in the studies.

The model by Colquitt et al. (2000) lacks to mention the delivery of train-

ing and its effects on training outcomes explicitly. Different training methods
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Training methods

Transfer

Training outcomes

– Emphasis shift 
   training (EST)

– EST and situation 
   awareness training

– Drill and practice

- Temporal

- Adaptive

Cognitive outcomes

- Verbal knowledge
  - declarative
  - procedural
- Structural knowledge

Skill-based outcomes
- System control
- Fault finding

Affective outcomes

- Reactions to training

Operator 
characteristics

- Cognitive variables 

  (e.g. cognitive ability)

- Personality variables 

  (e.g. openness)

Situational variables

- Climate

- Manager/peer support
- Noise, interruption

Motivation to learn

Person variables

- Age

- Gender
- Experience
- Education

Training antecedents

Figure 2.2: Central model underlying this thesis: Effects of training an-
tecedents and training methods on training outcomes and transfer (derived
from Colquitt et al., 2000 and Kraiger et al., 1993). Measures printed in bold
letters are reported in the studies.

may have different effects on training outcomes. Therefore, the delivery of

training with different training methods has been added as a component in

the model of this thesis. Training was an integral part of all studies and

the participants were trained with approaches especially designed for process

control. In Study III, the influence of different training methods on training

outcomes was specifically investigated. The study and the training methods

emphasis shift training (EST), EST and situation awareness training, and

drill and practice will be described in more detail in section 2.4.2.

While training methods have been added as a component to the model of

this thesis, some components as suggested by Colquitt et al. (2000) needed
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to be excluded. These exclusions concerned training antecedents. Train-

ing antecedents relating to individual and situational characteristics have

been included in the studies, while valence and job/career variables have not

been assessed. Moreover, on-the-job performance was not measured. These

variables that are relevant in an organizational context such as job/career

variables (e.g. organizational commitment) and job performance in an or-

ganization were not focused upon. The focus of this thesis was on the indi-

vidual level, i.e. training of the individual operator. However, the group-,

organizational- and political levels are also of importance for safe processes

(cf. Rasmussen, 1997). For instance, process industries usually involve sev-

eral operators working as an integrated crew (Moray, 1997), emphasizing the

relevance of the group level.

As operator characteristics, both cognitive (e.g. cognitive ability, working

memory capacity, decision making) and personality variables (e.g. openness,

conscientiousness, pretraining self-efficacy) and their effect on training out-

comes were assessed. Person variables such as age and gender were collected

along with the experiments, primarily to control for comparableness of exper-

imental groups. Motivation to learn and situational variables, however, were

not explicitly measured or reported in the studies (and therefore printed in

italics in Figure 2.2). Moreover, the studies of this thesis were not designed

to analyze mediated effects as in the meta-analysis of Colquitt et al. (2000,

with meta-analytic path analyses). Therefore, motivation to learn, cognitive

ability or pretraining self-efficacy are not depicted as mediators in Figure 2.2.

Following Colquitt et al. (2000), performance was assessed by measur-

ing training outcomes and transfer. Training outcomes were structured as

suggested by Kraiger et al. (1993) and hence include cognitive, skill-based

and affective outcomes. Cognitive outcomes include declarative, procedural

and structural knowledge. Skill-based outcomes include performance on the

two main tasks of process control-system control and fault finding. Lastly,
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reactions to training were assessed as affective outcomes. Cognitive and

skill-based outcomes were analyzed in all studies while affective outcomes

were only investigated in one study (Study III). Structural knowledge as a

cognitive outcome was a special focus of Study IV.

All four studies of this thesis have in common that they investigate spe-

cific effects on training outcomes. While Studies I and II investigated the

effects of operator characteristics on training outcomes, Studies III and IV

investigated the effects of training on training outcomes. In Study III, the

focus was on the comparison of different training methods to enhance pro-

cess control performance, while Study IV put an emphasis on methodological

issues, assessing a novel measure as a training outcome for process control.

2.4.1 Effects of operator characteristics on training out-
comes

Although Study I investigated the relationship between operator characteris-

tics and process control performance in the context of personnel selection, op-

erator characteristics are essential for training, too. As depicted in the model

underlying this thesis, individual characteristics of trainees, that is, charac-

teristics that trainees bring with them to a training program, can influence

training outcomes. For instance, high-ability trainees are more likely to learn

and succeed in training when all other things are equal (Salas et al., 2006b).

The importance of individual differences in the ability to learn has long been a

theme in educational psychology and instructional psychology, while it seems

to be less prevelant in the context of human factors and ergonomics. Learn-

ers transform what they receive from training and instruction and construct

their knowledge by themselves. Therefore, what the learner brings to the

training situation is of crucial importance (Pintrich, Cross, Kozma & McK-

eachie, 1986). Mumford, Harding, Weeks and Fleishman (1988) conducted a

comprehensive study to examine the contributions of individual characteris-
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tics and course-content variables on training effectiveness. They found that

intellectual variables (as individual characteristics) had a greater impact on

achievement than course-content variables such as instructor experience or

instructional aids.

Several reasons can be put forward as to why understanding and knowl-

edge about operator characteristics and their relationship with performance

is relevant. First, an understanding of operator characteristics can be help-

ful in designing training appropriately, by customizing training to the needs

of trainees. Ideally, training is designed to accommodate individual differ-

ences between trainees (Patrick, 1992). Second, knowledge about operator

characteristics can provide the basis for decisions in personnel selection and

the development of selection tools. Besides application in training and selec-

tion, Meyer, Nachtwei and Kain (2009) as well as Szalma (2009) argue for

the general incorporation of an individual differences approach into human

factors research and practice: “Description of the systematic variation in

the human portion (e.g. cognitive and personality traits; motivational and

emotional states) of human-technology systems can complement the existing

design methods (e.g. task analysis) to yield better models of system perfor-

mance and improve system design and operation” (Szalma, 2009, p. 381).

Thus, research on operator characteristics can also be seen as supplementing

task analyses to provide a better understanding of process control and its

requirements. Moreover, in accordance with Szalma and Meyer et al., the

view is taken that analysis of individual characteristics should be an integral

part of human factors studies in general.

So far, reviews and meta-analyses (Colquitt et al., 2000; Salas et al.,

2006b) have shown that individual characteristics such as cognitive ability,

self-efficacy, conscientiousness, locus of control, anxiety, valence, goal orienta-

tion and motivation affected training outcomes in various domains. However,

the issue of individual characteristics and their influence on performance has
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rarely been raised in process control. Therefore, in Studies I and II, research

on individual characteristics was conducted by analyzing individual charac-

teristics with a possible connection to process control performance.

Study I investigated the relationship between operator characteristics and

process control performance. Study II aimed at confirming and extending

findings of Study I by analyzing the relation between the same and additional

operator characteristics and process control performance on the basis of two

other experiments. Working memory capacity, set-shifting performance and

decision making were analyzed in addition to cognitive ability and cognitive

flexibility, which were assessed as cognitive variables in Study I. Set-shifting

performance is perceived as the ability to establish and then shift responses

or tasks (Nagano-Saito, Leyton, Monchi, Goldberg & He, 2008). Need for

cognition (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982) and perfectionism (Altstötter-Gleich &

Bergemann, 2006) were assessed in addition to personality traits and self-

efficacy, which were analyzed in Study I. Need for cognition describes the

tendency to engage in and enjoy thinking (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982).

2.4.2 Effects of training methods on training outcomes

There is a long tradition of investigating effects of different training methods

on training outcomes (Quiñones & Ehrenstein, 1997). A range of train-

ing methods have been reviewed regarding their effectiveness in the context

of human factors and complex work environments, for instance by Morris

and Rouse (1985), Salas et al. (2006b) or Kluge et al. (2009). The reviews

all have in common that they refer –amongst other training methods– to

technology-oriented training methods such as simulation-based training and

games as well as simulator-based training. Salas et al. (2006b) describe

technology-oriented training methods as methods that use “technology to

provide opportunities for practice and instruction in realistic settings” (p.

484). Simulation-based and simulator-based training is also regularly em-
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ployed in process control and other high-risk industries (Kluge et al., 2009;

Mannarelli et al., 1996; Wickens & Hollands, 2000). Simulation-based train-

ing provides possibilities for training that other approaches cannot, such

as stopping a simulation during training. In Study III, this advantage of

simulation-based training methods was made use of (cf. Saus et al., 2006).

In Study III, three training methods were designed to enhance process

control performance. The objective was to support learners by providing

them with attention management strategies in order to reduce their mental

workload. Attention capacities are crucial to process control performance.

However, as they are limited, process control operators must learn to appor-

tion their attention strategically (Gopher, 1996). For novice learners espe-

cially, highly complex tasks such as process control are very demanding (Go-

pher, Weil & Siegel, 1989). Therefore, the goal in Study III was to support

novice learners by providing them with attention management strategies. All

three training methods sought to improve attention management skills and

ultimately performance.

The first training approach designed to enhance attention management

skills and process control performance was emphasis shift training (EST; c.f.

Gopher et al., 1989). In EST, multiple priority changes on subcomponents

are given, while the whole task is left intact and only the attention level is

changed (Gopher et al., 1989). The underlying idea is to provide learners

with strategies to cope with complexity and thereby reduce mental workload

and improve performance. The second training approach combined EST

with a situation awareness training (EST/SA). Situation awareness (SA) is

critical to process control performance (Endsley, 1995; Wickens & McCar-

ley, 2008). To improve individuals’ SA, training of attention management is

recommended (Endsley & Robertson, 2000). By combining EST with SA

training, an approach to enhance SA and performance directly (with the SA

training) and indirectly by training attention and task management to sup-
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port SA (with the EST) was chosen. SA was practiced through the freezing

technique with debriefing (as described by Saus et al., 2006). The simula-

tion was randomly stopped, and SA questions were then posed and answers

debriefed. Finally, with drill and practice (D&P), a trainee learns a task by

means of repetition and rehearsal until some level of proficiency is reached

(Cannon-Bowers, Rhodenizer, Salas & Bowers, 1998). Practice can support

attention performance by proceduralizing or automating a task in order to

free up resources for another task. Continuous practice in a task was shown

to lead to improved attention skills (Wickens & McCarley, 2008).

While Study III aimed at comparing the effects of different training meth-

ods on training outcomes, Study IV aimed at investigating how effects of

training methods on training outcomes can be measured. Thus, in Study IV,

a methodological approach to the analysis of effects on training outcomes

was taken.

Aguinis and Kraiger (2009) noted in their review on training that there

have been several conceptual contributions for training evaluations in recent

years. However, there has been little empirical work on validating new train-

ing outcome measures. Study IV aimed to contribute to closing this research

gap by evaluating a novel measure as a training outcome in process control.

Based on the classification scheme by Kraiger et al. (1993), Study IV aimed

to evaluate the potential of a novel measure for structural knowledge as a

training outcome in process control and to achieve a better understanding of

declarative, procedural and structural knowledge of operators. Traditionally,

knowledge is assessed by verbal achievement tests on the subject matter. Tra-

ditional methods, however, are regarded as limited in their ability to assess

higher-order learning (Kraiger, Salas & Cannon-Bowers, 1995). Therefore,

a novel measure of structural knowledge was assessed in addition to verbal

knowledge. The Association Structure Test (Meyer, 2008) integrates an as-

sociation task and pathfinder network scaling based on relatedness ratings
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into one computerized testing system. The Association Structure Test was

employed in two experiments together with verbal tests on declarative and

procedural knowledge in order to assess whether incremental variance in per-

formance could be explained by the novel structural knowledge measure.
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Chapter 3

Method

In the following sections, the simulated work environment that was employed

in all studies will be presented. Thereafter, the design, samples, and measures

of the studies will be summarized.

3.1 Simulated process control environment

The four studies have in common that they all employed the same simulation

of a process control task. Using the same experimental task ensured that

findings could be related to each other.

3.1.1 Theoretical approach to simulation design

The studies of this thesis were conducted with the computer-based process

control simulation called Cabin Air Management System (CAMS, version

3.0; Sauer, Wastell & Hockey, 2000a, see Figure 3.1). CAMS was developed

as part of a research program of the European Space Agency following a

theoretical approach for micro-world design.

Two key issues were essential to the framework. First, a human factors

analysis of spaceflight including a task analysis, an expert consultation and

a comparison of analog domains was conducted to identify relevant tasks in

the work environment. Management of the life support system was chosen
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Figure 3.1: Main display of CAMS (Sauer, Wastell & Hockey, 2000) with
history display, warning system, screen manager and CO2 control panel

as a safety-critical subset of activities for CAMS. The life support system

essentially represents a process control system. Thus, although CAMS is

placed in the context of spaceflight, its underlying principles correspond to

a process control task (Sauer et al., 2000a).

The second key issue central to the design framework was the use of

a theory of human performance – the compensatory control model of per-

formance regulation by Hockey (1997). The theory suggests that changes

in work demands lead to adaptive human behavior. For instance, CAMS

includes tasks that have different priorities attached, because the theory pro-

poses that performance decrements are more likely in low-priority tasks than

in high-priority tasks.

There are several reasons why CAMS was chosen as an experimental task:

First, CAMS clearly represents a process control task characterized by high
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complexity, opaqueness, dynamics and time-lags. The main tasks of process

control – system control and fault finding – are represented. Second, CAMS

provides the possibility to assess a trainee’s workload by analyzing perfor-

mance on the secondary tasks. Third, for training and testing of temporal

and adaptive transfer of fault finding, CAMS allows for the programming of

a range of system faults, enough to use some in training and novel ones in the

testing session. Finally, CAMS has been successfully employed in a number

of previous studies, including training experiments (e.g. Sauer et al., 2000b;

Hockey, Sauer & Wastell, 2007).

The use of simulations or microworlds represents “a compromise between

experimental control and realism” (Gonzalez, Vanyukov & Martin, 2005, p.

274). On the one hand, simulations enable controlled research to a higher

extent than would be possible in a real-world setting. On the other hand, the

external validity can be questioned, as the simulated environment does not

necessarily represent real-world tasks or requirements. However, it is assumed

that thoughtfully designed simulations represent the essential demands of

the work environment (cf. Gonzalez et al., 2005). In the case of CAMS, the

validity was supported by the theoretically based design process (cf. Sauer,

Burkolter, Kluge, Ritzmann & Schüler, 2008).

3.1.2 The tasks of the operator

CAMS integrates the two major tasks of process control: System control

and stabilization on the one hand and detection, diagnosis and repair of

system faults on the other hand. Moreover, CAMS simulates a number of

characteristics of process control: A high level of automation, opaqueness,

time-lags, closely coupled subsystems, restricted access to system controls,

false alarms as well as a dynamic autonomous underlying process.

The simulated process control environment consists of five main parame-

ters (O2, CO2, cabin pressure, temperature, humidity) which are kept within
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their target zone by automatic controllers. If one or more parameters depart

from the target zone, the operator has to intervene. System control and fault

finding are defined as primary tasks, while alarm acknowledgement and tank

level recordings are seen as secondary tasks (Sauer et al., 2000a). The four

tasks of the operator are described below.

System control The operator needs to monitor the system closely to detect

deviations of parameters from the target zone. In the case of a devia-

tion, one can intervene by adjustment of automatic control parameters

or manual control.

Fault finding Eighteen system faults can be programmed into CAMS. In

case of a system fault, the cause has to be diagnosed with suitable tests

and repaired by means of the maintenance facility.

Tank level recordings (prospective memory task) O2 tank levels have

to be recorded every third minute without further prompt. This task

corresponds to a prospective memory task.

Alarm acknowledgement (reaction time task) Appearing warnings have

to be confirmed by clicking on them. False alarms can be detected by

looking at parameter levels. Alarm acknowledgement is basically a re-

action time task.

3.2 Design of the studies

An overview of the samples as well as the dependent and independent vari-

ables of the four studies can be found in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Overview of samples, dependent and independent variables of all
four studies

Sample Independent Dependent
Variables Variables

Study I 39 trainee - Cognitive variables - System control
operators - Personality variables - Fault finding

- PMF
- Reaction time
- Declarative kn.

Study II 41 engineering - Cognitive variables - System control
students - Personality variables - Fault finding

- Declarative kn.

50 engineering - Cognitive variables - System control
students - Personality variables - Fault finding

- Declarative kn.
Study III 40 engineering - Training method - System control

students - Time of measurement - Fault finding
- Practiced/novel faults

Study IV 41 engineering - Declarative knowledge - System control
students - Procedural knowledge - Fault finding

- Structural knowledge

50 engineering - Declarative knowledge - System control
students - Procedural knowledge - Fault finding

- Structural knowledge
Notes: The four studies are based on data of three training experiments (N =

39/41/50). PMF = Prospective memory failures; kn. = knowledge.

3.2.1 Design

The research questions in this thesis were all approached using experimental

studies. The experiments were all similarly designed and included between-

subjects as well as within-subject factors. Multifactorial designs with two

or three points of measurement were employed. In all studies, there was at

least one week between training and testing sessions, but up to six weeks.
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This was essential as transfer performance was to be measured in all of the

studies.

3.2.2 Participants

In all studies, trainee operators working in chemical plants or engineering

students were invited as participants. This was to ensure that participants

had some knowledge and understanding of technical systems. The mean age

of the participants ranged from 18 to 25 years. Hence, young adults at the

beginning of their vocational careers took part in the experiments. In all

studies, samples included both men and women. In summary, the samples

of the studies are comparable regarding age, sex and education.

3.2.3 Measures

Measures are deduced from the model of training antecedents, training meth-

ods and training outcomes underlying this thesis. Dependent variables were

basically the training outcomes, i.e. cognitive, skill-based and affective train-

ing outcomes were measured as dependent variables. In Study IV, however,

knowledge measures were assessed as independent variables, in contrast to

the other studies. Since the objective of Study IV was to assess a novel

method for structural knowledge assessment, the relationship between knowl-

edge measures and skill-based training outcomes was analyzed.

Following the description of the theoretical and empirical background,

the research questions and the method used in the studies, the four studies

are presented in the next chapters.
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Chapter 4

Study I: Predictive qualities of
operator characteristics

Burkolter, D., Kluge, A., Sauer, J. & Ritzmann, S. (2009). Predictive quali-

ties of operator characteristics for process control performance: The influence

of personality and cognitive variables. Ergonomics, 52, 302–311.
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Chapter 5

Study II: Cognitive and
personality variables of
operators

Burkolter, D., Kluge, A. & Brand, M. (2009). Cognitive and personality

variables of operators: individual characteristics and process control perfor-

mance. In D. de Waard, J. Godthelp, F.L. & K.A. Brookhuis (Eds.). Human

factors, security and safety (pp. 77–88). Maastricht: Shaker Publishing.

Reprinted with permission by Shaker Publishing BV.
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Chapter 6

Study III: Comparative study
of three training methods

Burkolter, D., Kluge, A., Sauer, J. & Ritzmann, S. (2010). Comparative

study of three training methods for enhancing process control performance:

emphasis shift training, situation awareness training, and drill and practice.
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a b s t r a c t

Three training methods to improve attention management skills in process control were compared. Forty
students from technical disciplines participated in a five-hour module of emphasis shift training (EST),
EST combined with situation awareness training (EST/SA), and drill and practice (D&P) on a simulated
process control task. Participants were then tested three times for 45 min each (immediately after train-
ing, two weeks after training, and six weeks after training) for system control performance and diagnostic
performance on familiar and nonfamiliar fault states. D&P led to superior diagnostic performance on
familiar system faults. EST/SA training supported the diagnosis of novel system faults. EST was less effec-
tive than expected for system control performance. Implications for training design in process control are
discussed.

! 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Highly automated installations such as refineries or nuclear
power plants involve extremely complex, dynamic process control
tasks that require personnel to monitor and control the system and
to detect, diagnose, and rectify malfunctions or make repairs
(Kluge, Sauer, Schüler, & Burkolter, 2009). These tasks demand dif-
ferent kinds of attention from process control operators such as fo-
cused, divided, and selective attention (Wickens & McCarley,
2008). But as crucial as attention capacities are to process control
performance, they are limited. The operator ‘‘would gain most if
he or she could fully attend to all elements, at all times. However,
such full attention is not possible. Hence, some priorities and
tradeoffs must be established along with attention allocation strat-
egies” (Gopher, 1996, p. 28). In other words, process control oper-
ators must learn to apportion their attention strategically.
Attention is strongly associated with mental workload. Workload
is on the one hand determined by exogenous task demands such
as task difficulty and task priority, and on the other hand by endog-
enous supply of attentional or processing resources to support
information processing (Tsang & Vidulich, 2006). Our research goal
was to support novice learners by providing them with attention-
management strategies in order to reduce their mental workload.

Highly complex and demanding tasks such as process control can
present demands which are difficult to cope with (Gopher, Weil,
& Siegel, 1989). Therefore, especially in the early stages of training,
learners should be supported by providing them with attention-
management strategies.

1.1. Three training approaches to improve attention management and
performance

Adapting, applying, and comparing auspicious training ap-
proaches drawn mostly from aviation, in this study we seek to
improve attention, attention management, and, ultimately, perfor-
mance on highly complex, dynamic process control tasks. In the
following, we describe the approaches, their underlying theoretical
concepts and why they are selected for learning a process control
task. We introduce the training approaches of emphasis shift train-
ing (EST), situation awareness (SA) training, and drill and practice
(D&P) (see Table 1) and summarize research findings on their
effectiveness.

1.1.1. Emphasis shift training (EST)
The first training approach we selected for our research on

attention management in process control was EST. It was originally
developed by Gopher et al. (1989) to sharpen the ability to cope
with highly demanding tasks and, especially, to strengthen atten-
tion management and the control of attentional resources. In EST,

0747-5632/$ - see front matter ! 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.chb.2010.02.011
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multiple changes in the emphasis (priority) on components of a
task are introduced, but the whole task is left intact. Only the
attention status of the subtasks is changed. Hence, EST is a part-
task training approach. Key constructs of EST are strategies of
performance, response schemas and the voluntary control of atten-
tion. Strategies and organized sets of response schemas are central
to complex tasks. A strategy is a distinct approach of an individual
to cope with the set of subgoals of a task. Strategies are controlled
at the beginning, but may become high-level schemas that can be
triggered automatically with training and practice. Once a schema
is developed, the operation of it is assumed to require few atten-
tional resources. Hence, attentional resources are freed for other
tasks (Gopher et al., 1989). This is important, as operators perform-
ing complex tasks are required to coordinate many complex action
sequences and subtasks in parallel. To support the development of
strategies and schemas, Gopher et al. introduce the idea of volun-
tary control of attentional resources. There is theoretical and
empirical evidence that attention control and attention manage-
ment can be treated as a skill, and thus can be improved by training
(Gopher, Weil, & Bareket, 1994). Gopher et al. (1989), for example,
showed that spontaneous strategies developed by learners to try to
cope with complexity were not very successful. In contrast, in EST,
in which learners were provided with strategies, participants
showed higher performance. Hence, trainees can be provided with
strategies both to reduce mental workload and to improve
performance.

EST is assumed to prepare participants for another challenge in
process control. Some process control tasks, such as shutdown,
start-up, and fault-finding, require completion only at certain
intervals (Sauer, Hockey, & Wastell, 2000). Skill components are
called upon not only in practiced, familiar situations but in novel,
unfamiliar ones as well (Kluge et al., 2009). Training of unexpected,
novel fault states should focus on attention-management strate-
gies, because these strategies are central to responding to novel sit-
uations (Shebilske, Goettl, & Garland, 2000).

EST has thus far been used in different contexts, such as com-
plex and dynamic environments (Space Fortress game), flying with
a helmet-mounted display, touch-typing skills, and basketball (Go-
pher, 2007), but not to a process control task. EST makes it possible
to resolve difficulties known from traditional part-task training ap-
proaches (Gopher et al., 1989). EST has been effective overall, espe-
cially for strengthening attention-management strategies (Gopher
et al., 1994; Shebilske et al., 2000). EST has improved transfer of
skills to new and changed tasks. However, EST’s effectiveness has

usually been tested at the end of training (Gopher, 2007), not after
an extended retention interval. Therefore, there is a need to test
whether EST can support skill retention.

Gopher et al. (1989) explain EST’s effectiveness in terms of load
reduction that permits a person to increase the resources invested
in the learning of other tasks. They maintain that EST helps partic-
ipants broaden their perspective of their given task, expand their
knowledge about the efficiency of their own resources, and gain
flexibility in adopting different modes of response that suit their
individual capabilities.

1.1.2. SA training
Attention is also critical to achieving SA (Endsley, 1995b; Tsang

& Vidulich, 2006). SA is understood to be the perception and com-
prehension of elements in the environment and the projection of
their status in the near future. Research on SA goes back to aviation
(e.g. Endsley, 1995b), but in recent years other fields have fol-
lowed, including process control (e.g. Hogg, Follesø, Strand-Volden,
& Torralba, 1995). In process control, operators have to monitor
plant states, alarm screens and panels, and to observe the state
of numerous system parameters and patterns among them in order
to gather information about the functioning of the system and fu-
ture process state changes (Endsley, 1995b; Vicente, Mumaw, &
Roth, 2004). Limited attention capacities, such as lapses in atten-
tion and the constraints on the ability to accurately perceive sev-
eral items in parallel, present a major limit to SA (Endsley,
1995b; Wickens & McCarley, 2008). Schemas can support individ-
uals to develop SA in that they are mechanisms for directing atten-
tion in the perception process. SA is achieved by recognizing
critical cues in the environment that will map to key characteris-
tics of the schema or mental model. Schemas and mental models
are developed through training and experience by noticing recur-
rent situational components and causal relationships (Endsley,
1995b). As SA is critical to process control performance (Endsley,
1995b; Wickens & McCarley, 2008), we selected SA training as a
second training approach. To improve individuals’ SA, training of
attention sharing and task management strategies is recom-
mended (Endsley & Robertson, 2000). By combining EST with SA
training, an approach to enhance SA and performance both directly
(with the SA training) and indirectly by training attention and task
management to support SA (with the EST) was chosen.

Relatively few programs include the evaluation of SA training
(Endsley & Robertson, 2000). However, Saus et al. (2006) have found
empirical evidence substantiating the effects of the SA training

Table 1
Comparison of emphasis shift training, situation awareness training, and drill and practice.

Description Emphasis shift training (Gopher, 2007;
Gopher et al., 1989)

Situation awareness training (Endsley and Robertson 2000;
Saus et al., 2006)

Drill and practice (Carlson et al., 1989;
Ericsson et al., 1993)

Rationale Learning through priority changes on
subcomponents of a whole task

Learning through randomized ‘‘freezing” of a task with
situation awareness questions and debriefing

Learning through rehearsal, repetition
and practice of a task

Original
application
area

Aviation, complex tasks Aviation, police, complex tasks Nondynamic tasks, motor tasks

Empirical
findings

Enhancement of attention-management
strategies, useful for transfer to novel
situations

Useful for individual situation awareness as well as
performance, but few empirical studies on effects of
situation awareness training

Useful for procedural tasks and longer
retention intervals for familiar situations

Explanations for
training
effectiveness

Reduction of load allowing to invest
more resources in learning other tasks

Improved competence to make decisions and project events
in the future

Reduction of load on working memory

Broader perspective of task, better
knowledge of own resources

Enhanced mental models allowing for better understanding
of situations

Increased speed of component processes
and restructuring in the use of working
memory

Usefulness
assumed for

System control performance System control performance Diagnostic performance of practiced
faults

Diagnostic performance of novel faults Diagnostic performance of novel faults
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they designed for students of a police university on the basis of a
‘‘freezing” technique coupled with debriefing. This approach calls
for randomly stopping, or freezing, a simulated task, posing the par-
ticipant questions about the three levels of SA (Endsley, 1995b),
then debriefing the individual. Because little is known about either
SA training or the attendant retention intervals, we also investigate
both matters in this study.

Explanations for the effectiveness of SA training are that it im-
proves the ability to make timely and effective decisions and to
anticipate events (Saus et al., 2006). In addition, SA training facili-
tates the construction of mental models that improve the under-
standing of both the importance of various situations and the
resources relating to them (Endsley & Robertson, 2000).

1.1.3. Drill and practice (D&P)
Lastly, practice can aid attention performance by proceduraliz-

ing or automating a task in order to free resources for another task
(Wickens &McCarley, 2008). As individuals continuously practice a
task, gradual improvement in time-sharing performance and di-
vided attention has been observed. As soon as one task has been
automatized, attentional resources can be applied to other tasks.
These changes are ascribed to two processes. First, interference be-
tween tasks depends on the demands of the tasks for a limited sup-
ply of mental resources. Second, the resource demand of a task
decreases with practice until resource-free automaticity is reached
(Wickens & McCarley, 2008). We therefore conducted drill and
practice (D&P) training as a third approach for process control.
D&P facilitates learning through rehearsal of a task in order to
achieve a desired level of proficiency (Cannon-Bowers, Rhodenizer,
Salas, & Bowers, 1998). Similarly in the EST approach, novice learn-
ers are provided with strategies instead of trying to cope with the
task on their own. In D&P, learners are provided with a clear strat-
egy to cope with the task and guided in a step-by-step manner
through the steps of the task. Thereby, a learner’s attention is
guided to the accurate execution of the task steps instead of having
the learner divide attention between finding a strategy and per-
forming the task at the same time. As with EST, D&P is expected
to reduce the learner’s mental workload, especially in initial
learning.

So far, D&P has been applied mainly for nondynamic and rela-
tively easy cognitive tasks (Shute & Gawlick, 1995). Research has
shown practice to be effective at improving accuracy and speed
of performance on perceptual, motor, and cognitive tasks (Ericsson,
Krampe, & Tesch-Romer, 1993). Practice has also proved to be a
more complex training approach than originally thought (Can-
non-Bowers et al., 1998; Schmidt & Bjork, 1992). D&P has been
especially effective as a method for training people to diagnose
practiced fault states (Kluge & Burkolter, 2008; Shute & Gawlick,
1995), though procedural skills demand more practice time than
psychomotor skills do (Ginzburg & Dar-El, 2000). Moreover, stud-
ies involving initial training and refresher training have shown
D&P to support skill retention through the repetition of training
exercises (Hagman & Rose, 1983; Schendel & Hagman, 1982; Shute
& Gawlick, 1995).

The effectiveness of D&P is attributed primarily to the method’s
acceleration of component processes and to concomitant restruc-
turing in the use of working memory. It is also attributed to the
reduction of the load on working memory that is essential for car-
rying out cognitive processes (Carlson, Sullivan, & Schneider,
1989).

1.2. The present study

We empirically evaluated the EST, EST/SA, and D&P approaches
for their effectiveness over a retention interval of several weeks
and in practiced and novel fault states. Because D&P had already

been successfully employed (Kluge & Burkolter, 2008), it served
as a baseline against which to assess EST and EST/SA. We con-
ducted EST on two main subtasks of process control—(a) system
control and stabilization and (b) diagnostic performance—shifting
the emphasis between them. This procedure, known as ‘‘double
manipulation,” has been shown to optimize EST (Gopher et al.,
1989). In the EST/SA training, EST was supplemented by SA training
based on the freezing-and-debriefing technique (see Saus et al.,
2006). We used a simulated multitask environment that corre-
sponded to a process control environment. The simulation thus in-
volved the two main subtasks of process control named above.

We derived four assumptions from the literature and studies ci-
ted in this study (see Sections 1.1.1–1.1.3). First, the EST/SA group
would be more successful than the other groups at developing and
maintaining SA, since they receive SA training based on the freez-
ing-and-debriefing technique described above, aimed directly at
improving SA.

Second, EST and EST/SA would be more effective than D&P at
developing participants’ performance on system control. We sug-
gest that, as EST enhances attention-management strategies, par-
ticipants will be better able to pay careful attention to the state
of the parameters and the detection of deviances from the target
range, as needed for good system control and stabilization
performance.

Third, D&P would be more effective than the two other training
methods for developing participants’ performance on diagnosing
familiar fault states. This assumption is based on research which
has shown that D&P supported skill retention, especially for prac-
ticed fault states.

Fourth, EST and EST/SA would be more effective for developing
participants’ performance on diagnosing novel fault states than on
diagnosing practiced ones. This assumption is backed first by
empirical studies employing EST, which was shown to improve
the transfer of skill to new and changed tasks. Second, the training
of attention-management strategies is assumed to improve
responsiveness to unexpected, novel fault states. Regarding SA
training, we suggest that SA training has the potential to improve
the diagnostic performance of unfamiliar fault states, for operators
with sound SA might detect and understand abnormal situations
earlier than they otherwise would. Moreover, they are trained in
predicting future states that can evolve out of abnormal states.

2. Method

2.1. Design

A 3 ! 3 ! 2 mixed factorial design was employed. Training as a
between-participants variable varied at three levels (EST, EST/SA,
and D&P). Time of measurement as a within-participant variable
was taken in three separate testing sessions (test0, test2w, and
test6w). Fault type as a within-participants variable varied at two
levels (practiced and novel faults).

2.2. Participants

Forty-eight university students (four female) participated in the
experimental study. They were all enrolled in a program leading to
a Bachelor of Science degree in a technical field of study (aeronau-
tics, engineering, or electrical engineering) at universities of ap-
plied sciences in the Greater Zurich Area, Switzerland. The
students were paid 100 CHF (approximately US $90.00) for partic-
ipation in all three parts of the experiment. Participants were
randomly allocated to the three training methods at each location.
Forty students (83.3%; four female) completed all three parts of the
experiment. Training groups did not differ significantly regarding
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drop-outs (H(2)=1.336, p > 0.05). The mean age of the participants
was 24.7 years (SD = 4.0). There were no significant differences be-
tween the mean ages of the training groups (F(2, 39) = 0.874,
p > 0.05).

2.3. Simulated process control environment

In an introductory training module and subsequent testing ses-
sions, we used a computerized process control task simulated by
the Cabin Air Management System (CAMS; for details, see Sauer,
Wastell, & Hockey, 2000). CAMS models a life support system on-
board a spacecraft. Five parameters (O2, CO2, cabin pressure, tem-
perature, and humidity) are kept in a predefined zone by automatic
controllers. The operator’s task is to intervene if necessary. This
individual must complete two primary tasks (system control and
fault diagnosis, see Sections 2.5.3 and 2.5.4) and two secondary
tasks (prospective memory and reaction time). CAMS records the
actions carried out by the operator.

2.4. Training methods

Three different types of training were given: EST (13 partici-
pants), combined EST and SA training (14 participants), and D&P
(13 participants). As is often the case with training that involves
complex systems such as refinery simulators, training was carried
out in small groups typically consisting of four to six participants
supervised by one instructor in order to ensure sound supervision
and effective learning (Kriedemann, 2008).

All training had the same general introduction to CAMS and fo-
cused on the same five system faults. Training material given to all
training groups consisted of an illustration of CAMS, its compo-
nents, and controls (with notations and translations); a CAMS
manual; and an instruction manual. The CAMS manual described
the main components, systems and controllers of CAMS, the tasks
of the participants and 16 different system faults. For every system
fault, a description of the fault was given, the symptoms were de-

scribed and the intervention steps (system control and fault-find-
ing) were depicted. The instruction manual (see Fig. 1) was
designed to guide the participant through the training of the five
system faults. The instruction manual was based on the CAMS
manual and included a screenshot of CAMS during the fault state
and descriptions of symptoms and intervention procedures for
fault diagnosis and repair and for control and stabilization of the
system. The instructions and the number of exercises per system
fault differed from one training group to the next, but the duration
of training was the same for all groups. Whereas the EST and EST/
SA group worked with the same instruction manual, the D&P group
received a different instruction manual (see Sections 2.4.1 and
2.4.2).

The first training block (see also Fig. 3) was a general introduc-
tion to CAMS and the corresponding manual. The participants re-
ceived 10 min of multimedia instruction about CAMS, its
features, and the primary and secondary tasks involved in the
experiment. Participants followed the multimedia instructions
individually on their computers using earphones. They were then
given a few minutes to explore the system on their own (e.g. look-
ing at the system components, trying out controllers). A short pre-
sentation and an exercise introducing the CAMS manual followed.
The presentation was given by the instructor and aimed to prepare
participants to use the manual by describing its content, structure,
and function. In the exercise, participants were asked to find a cer-
tain system fault (‘‘On which page can the system fault ‘vent stuck
on’ be found?”), and to describe the system fault and its symptoms.
Answers were discussed with the instructor.

The second training block introduced all participants to five sys-
tem faults: (a) a leak in an oxygen (O2) valve, (b) a cooler set point
failure, (c) a block in a mixer valve, (d) a carbon dioxide (CO2) set
point failure, and (e) a nitrogen set point failure. Selection of sys-
tem faults was based on a hierarchical task and an analysis of sub-
goal templates (see Burkolter, Kluge, Schüler, Sauer, & Ritzmann,
2007). System faults were randomly allocated over parameter, type
of faults, and the difficulty of the repair procedure. The participants

Fig. 1. Instruction manual for the D&P group depicting one of five system fault descriptions (translated from German). On the left side, a screenshot of the simulation CAMS
during the fault state is displayed. On the right side, the system fault, the symptoms, and the steps of intervention are described. Faults, symptoms and intervention steps are
indicated on the screenshot with straight lines.
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practiced the five systems faults by following the instruction man-
ual. Each first exercise of a system fault was conducted using a
pause button that is provided in CAMS. Thus, the participants
had the possibility to pause CAMS and refer to the instructionman-
ual for further intervention steps.

Participants worked individually on their own computers by
following the instruction manual and the instructions provided
by the instructor. The participants were given the possibility to
ask questions at any time during the training.

2.4.1. Emphasis shift training (EST)
At the beginning of the second training block, the instructor ex-

plained the principles of EST by the means of a presentation. The
two main tasks of CAMS, the principle of changing the emphasis
between the two, and the idea of EST (to learn to manage more
than one task at the same time) were pointed out. Then, a 10-
min introduction to system control and stabilization was provided
along with a corresponding exercise (increasing three different
parameters by adjusting controls and observing what happens).
Thereafter, exercises on the five system faults to be trained fol-
lowed. The instructor trained the EST group by changing the
emphasis on the two main tasks of process control (system control
and fault-finding). In each exercise, one of these main tasks was
alternately emphasized. That is, participants practiced the actions
of only one main task and did not have to execute the other inter-
ventions. The instruction manual of the EST group indicated the
main task to be emphasized, and the proper steps were marked
with a red arrow and boldfaced letters. Information on the other
task appeared in light coloring (see Fig. 2). In all other respects,
the instruction manual was identical to the one the D&P group re-
ceived. The members of the EST group practiced each system fault
(SF) three times: twice one fault separately and once together
(2 ! SF1, 2 ! SF2, 1 ! SF1 and 2 together; 2 ! SF3, 2 ! SF4, 2 ! SF5,
1 ! SF3, 4, 5 together).

2.4.2. EST combined with SA training (EST/SA)
The EST/SA group and EST group received the same instruction

manual and the same exercises with changing emphasis. Addition-
ally, the EST/SA group was given an SA training.

As in the EST group, the instructor explained the principles of
EST by means of a presentation. Then, a 10-min introduction to
system control and stabilization was provided along with a corre-
sponding exercise. This was followed by exercises on the first sys-
tem fault to be trained. Participants were trained by changing the
emphasis on the two main tasks of process control. Then, in con-
trast to EST, a brief presentation introducing the concept of SA
was given by the instructor. The concept of SA, the three levels of
SA (Endsley, 1995b), and its relevance for CAMS performance were
explained to the participants. From the third system fault on, SA
was practiced through the freezing technique with debriefing (as
described by Saus et al., 2006). The simulation was frozen one time
during each exercise, and participants received open questions
about two parameters based on Endsley’s (1995b) concept of SA.
The first item concerned perception of the situation (e.g. ‘‘How is
the status of temperature?”); the second item concerned compre-
hension and future actions (‘‘What does this mean? What needs
to be done now?”). After completing the short questionnaire, the
participants discussed responses with the instructor. The points
at which the simulation was frozen were distributed over the
beginning, middle, and end of a system fault. The questions took
all parameters into account.

2.4.3. Drill and practice (D&P)
The D&P group extensively practiced system control and fault-

finding by repeating several different drills. The participants were
told to follow the steps of intervention closely as described in the
instruction manual (see Fig. 1), which explained the various steps
of system control and stabilization, fault diagnosis, and repair.
For each system fault, they were first given 3 min to read about
it and to memorize the intervention steps. They then practiced

Fig. 2. Instruction manual for the EST and EST/SA group depicting one of five system faults (translated from German). This is an exercise emphasizing the training of system
control, which is indicated at the top left for the participants. The steps of intervention that concern system control are in boldface and marked with a red arrow. Information
on the other task, i.e. fault-finding (as well as description and symptoms), appear in light coloring.
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each system fault with its intervention steps a total of five times—
four times each fault separately, then once together with at least
one other system fault (SF) (4 ! SF1, 4 ! SF2, 1 ! SF1 and 2 together;
4 ! SF3, 4 ! SF4, 4 ! SF5, 1 ! SF3, 4, 5 together).

2.5. Measures

2.5.1. Reactions to training
After the training module the participants rated five reactions to

the training they had just experienced. The first three—mental ef-
fort, anxiety, and fatigue—were each rated in response to a single
item each. The item for anxiety, for example, read ‘‘How do you feel
right now?” and was rated on a scale from 0 (e.g. calm) to 100 (e.g.
tense) (see Sauer, Wastell. & Hockey, 2000, for details). The last two
reactions were motivation and self-efficacy. They were rated on a
six-point scale ranging from 1 (I totally agree) to 6 (I do not agree
at all). The participants’ responses relating to post-training motiva-
tion was elicited by the following four items: ‘‘The task appealed to
me.” ‘‘I would like to participate again in a training like this.” ‘‘I was
motivated to accomplish the CAMS task.” ‘‘I find CAMS interesting
and fascinating” (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.86). The degree of self-effi-
cacy that trainees felt about understanding and controlling CAMS
was measured through their responses to four items (e.g. ‘‘I feel
up to the tasks of CAMS.” (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.87; see Kluge,
2008, for details).

2.5.2. Situation awareness
To check whether SA training was improving SA, we measured

the latter index by means of the SA Control Room Inventory (Hogg
et al., 1995), which was adapted for application to CAMS. The
inventory was developed for use in process control research based
on the Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (Ends-
ley, 1995a). During the testing sessions, the simulation was frozen
six times at irregular intervals. The participants were instructed to
switch off their screens so that they could not see the current sys-
tem state. Questions about the status of the system were then pre-
sented. In accordance with Endsley’s (1995b) concept of SA, one
item concerned the perception of the current situation (‘‘How is
the status of humidity?”). The response alternatives were ‘‘below
normal range,” ‘‘within normal range,” and ‘‘above normal range.”
Another item covered comprehension of the current situation and
prediction of future status (‘‘How do you think the course of
humidity will develop over the next 10 s? Provided that no inter-
vention to the system is undertaken, the parameter will ... ‘‘de-
cline,” ‘‘remain stable,” or ‘‘increase” in 10 s.”). SA was measured
once in the first CAMS test run and once in the second CAMS test
run. There were twelve questions in total (six measurements with
each two items). The responses were then compared to logged
CAMS data to determine whether the responses by the participants
were correct (for this approach see Hogg et al., 1995, p. 2411).

2.5.3. System control failures
One of the primary tasks of the operator was to maintain five

key parameters within normal range. If one or more of the key
parameters departed from normal range, the operator needed to
intervene by adjusting automatic controllers or adapting manual
control. The duration of the parameters’ deviation from normal
range was measured in seconds and converted into percentages.

2.5.4. Fault-finding
The other primary task concerned fault diagnosis and repair

with the assistance of the maintenance facility. In the event of a
system fault, the operator had to identify the cause by carrying
out appropriate tests. There were two measures of diagnostic per-
formance: the percentage of incorrect diagnoses (diagnostic accu-

racy) and the number of seconds the operator needed in order to
identify the fault correctly (diagnostic speed).

2.5.5. Knowledge tests
Knowledge was assessed with an adapted version of two

existing knowledge tests on CAMS (see Sauer, Burkolter, Kluge,
Ritzmann, & Schüler, 2008). Structural knowledge was measured
with a method described by Meyer (2008). Findings concerning
knowledge are reported in a separate article (Burkolter, Meyer,
Kluge, & Sauer, in press).

2.6. Procedure

Fig. 3 summarizes the experimental procedure. There were
three parts. The first consisted of questionnaires and a training
module (about 41=4 h) followed immediately by a 45-min testing
session (test0). The second part was a 45-min testing session two
weeks after the training module (test2w). The third part was a
45-min testing session six weeks after the training module (test6w).
Because of organizational constraints stemming from the differ-
ences between the schedules of university terms, the retention
interval between the testing sessions could not be identically long
(i.e. two weeks between test0 and test2w and four weeks between
test2w and test6w).

Upon arrival at the experimental facility, all participants spent
35–45 min completing questionnaires on cognitive ability, cogni-
tive flexibility, personality, and motivation. This pretraining testing
did not include a testing session on the CAMS task to rule out initial
differences of the training groups in process control performance.
However, CAMS is an artificial task which is not commercially
available, cannot be retrieved from the internet and is not known
outside the scientific community. Although CAMS is situated in
the context of spaceflight, it does not correspond directly to real-
world physical principles, but has its own rules and interconnec-
tions. Therefore, previous knowledge on spaceflight and related
knowledge is unlikely to be very useful for CAMS performance,
and thus the likelihood of initial differences of training groups
are assumed to be low. However, we controlled for differences be-
tween training groups regarding cognitive and personality
variables.

The training module was equally long for all three training
groups. It lasted approximately 31=4 h (including one 5-min and
one 20-min break). The number of training exercises varied, how-
ever. The D&P group performed five exercises per system fault, for
the core idea of D&P is to provide a good deal practice on the task.
During the SA training of the EST/SA group, the members of the EST
group were given a comparable cognitive task. They heard a talk
(about recruitment criteria for astronauts; see Sauer et al., 2008),
viewed part of a documentary, and like the members of the EST/
SA group, answered questions about the material to which they
had just been exposed (about 35 min). Test0 covered all five prac-
ticed fault states in addition to fault states that the participants had
not previously encountered (block in nitrogen valve and dehumid-
ifier set point failure).

Test2w and test6w were identical for all participants. After a brief
introduction to refresh knowledge on the experimental task, par-
ticipants worked with CAMS and were tested for SA during either
the first or second part of the test (see Section 2.5.2). Test2w was
followed by the knowledge tests, which took 30–40 min. The sec-
ond and third testing sessions each included three familiar and
three novel fault states. For an overview of the system faults em-
ployed in training and testing sessions, see Table 2. Participants
were given no advance information about the order and time of
appearance of faults. The CAMS manual was available to partici-
pants during the testing sessions. After the final testing session,
participants were debriefed about the three training methods
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and given the opportunity to ask questions about the design of the
experiment.

During the first part of the experiment in which the training
took place, it was assured that participants in the different training
groups could not interact or learn from each other. The training
sessions were conducted in different rooms or on different days.
Thus, in the particular part of the experiment in which the actual
training intervention took place, participants could not interact
with each other. In the two weeks between the first and second
as well as the four weeks between the second and third sessions,
however, participants could have had the opportunity to interact.
Unfortunately, this could not have been prevented, since partici-
pants were enrolled at the same universities and (partly) attending
the same courses. The latter is associated with the fact that we con-
ducted the experiment at the particular universities of the partici-
pants instead of inviting them to a lab. However, it was assured
that none of the instruction material including the CAMS program
was available to the participants outside the experimental sessions
by collecting all material at the end of the sessions. Moreover,
there is no single best ‘‘solution” to the CAMS task that could have
been shared by participants, but during testing sessions, the CAMS
manual was available to all participants.

2.7. Assessment of control variables

We controlled for cognitive ability, cognitive flexibility, consci-
entiousness, and pretraining motivation, which are seen as rele-
vant for training situations (see Colquitt, LePine, & Noe, 2000).
These variables were employed to control for possible ‘‘unhappy
randomization” (Mohr, 1995). Cognitive ability was assessed with
the Wonderlic Personnel Test (Wonderlic Inc., 2002) cognitive flex-
ibility, with the Cognitive Flexibility Inventory (Spiro, Feltovich, &
Coulson, 1996). Big-Five Markers (Saucier, 1994) were employed
to measure conscientiousness as a personality trait. Pretraining
motivation was assessed with one item (‘‘Please indicate how
motivated you are to participate in this training? 0%, 20%, 40%,
60%, 80%, 100%.”). As Table 3 shows, participants in the three
groups did not differ significantly with regard to control variables.
Thus, there was no unhappy randomization.

3. Results

We performed mixed ANOVAs. If the assumption of sphericity
was violated, we corrected degrees of freedom by using Green-
house-Geisser estimates of sphericity. We drew planned contrasts
in specific ways (see Loftus, 1996). The first contrast was between
the D&P group and the EST/SA group, the purpose was to compare
the two groups that had had only exercises and SA training and no
further task. We focused the second contrast on the EST and EST/SA
groups so as to ascertain whether the additional SA training en-
hanced process control performance beyond the effects of EST.
Interaction effects were broken down into interaction contrasts,
as proposed by Gamst, Meyers, and Guarino (2008).

Wickens (1998) states that low sample size and high variance
may increase the probability of a Type II error and that, ergonom-
ically speaking, Type II statistical errors can be as important as
Type I errors. To avoid Type II statistical errors, we also report p-
values at the 10% level.

3.1. Reactions to training

Training groups differed significantly in their ratings of mental
effort, anxiety, and fatigue (see Table 4). Planned contrasts of effort

Fig. 3. The experimental procedure. EST: emphasis shift training; EST/SA: EST and situation awareness (SA) training; D&P: drill and practice. Test0: test immediately after
training; Test2w: test two weeks after training; Test6w: test six weeks after training.

Table 2
Overview of system faults employed in training and testing sessions.

Fault type Training Test0 Test2w Test6w

Practiced faults
Leak in oxygen (O2) valve ! ! !
Cooler set point failure ! ! ! !
Block in mixer valve ! ! !
CO2 set point failure ! ! !
Nitrogen set point failure ! ! !

Novel faults
Block in nitrogen valve !
Dehumidifier set point failure !
Nitrogen valve permanently open !
CO2 scrubber ineffective !
Oxygen valve permanently open !
Block in oxygen (O2) valve !
Cooler failure !
Leak in mixer valve !
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revealed that the D&P group differed significantly from the EST/SA
group (p < 0.05), with the D&P group investing the most effort in
the task. In terms of anxiety and fatigue, planned contrasts re-
vealed that the EST group was less tense and tired than the EST/
SA group (p < 0.1). However, participants did not differ signifi-
cantly on either post-training motivation or self-efficacy ratings.

3.2. Situation awareness

Surprisingly, the participants of the three training groups did
not differ significantly on their SA performance tested at T2w and
T6w (F(2, 35) = 0.097, p > 0.10, g2

p " 0:00). Neither a significant main
effect of time (F(1, 35) = 0.463, p > 0.10, g2

p " 0:01) nor a significant
interaction effect of group and time was found (F(2, 35) = 0.524,
p > 0.10, g2

p " 0:03). Thus, our first assumption was not supported
by the data.

3.3. System control failures

An inspection of descriptive statistics (see Table 5) suggests that
there was a main effect of training and that the EST group per-
formed better in system control than the other two groups did.
However, the three-way mixed ANOVA failed to support this inter-
pretation (F(2, 37) = 1.49, p > 0.10, g2

p " 0:07). In contradiction of
the second assumption there was no significant main effect of
training. A significant interaction effect between fault type and
training group was observed, however, (F(2, 37) = 3.37, p < 0.05,
g2
p " 0:15). This interaction indicates that training groups differed

in their performance depending on the type of fault (either prac-
ticed or novel). As depicted in Fig. 4, the D&P and EST groups per-
formed better than the EST/SA group during practiced faults, and
the EST/SA group performed better during novel faults. Interaction
contrasts showed a significant interaction for the D&P group and
EST/SA group (F(1, 25) = 8.992, p < 0.01, g2

p " 0:27) and for the
EST and EST/SA group (F(1, 25) = 2.895, p = 0.10, g2

p " 0:1). Analysis

also revealed a significant main effect of both time (F(1.73,
37) = 35.08, p < 0.01, g2

p " 0:49) and fault type (F(1, 37) = 5.861,
p < 0.05, g2

p " 0:14). Contrasts regarding the main effect of time
showed that performance differed significantly between T0 and
T2w and between T2w and T6w (p < 0.001), with the best perfor-
mance occurring at T2w.

3.4. Diagnostic performance

A three-way mixed ANOVA with diagnostic accuracy was per-
formed (see Table 6). Analysis revealed no significant effect of
training group on performance (F(2, 37) = 0.795, p > 0.10,
g2
p " 0:04). Confirming the assumptions, however, there was a sig-

nificant interaction effect between fault type and training (F(2,
37) = 2.72, p < 0.10, g2

p " 0:13), indicating that the performance of
the training groups differed in fault type. The interaction graph
(see Fig. 5) displays that D&P resulted in better performance on
practiced faults than on novel faults, whereas EST/SA resulted in
better performance on novel faults than on practiced faults. Inter-
action contrasts showed a significant interaction for the D&P group
and EST/SA group (F(1, 25) = 4.072, p < 0.10, g2

p " 0:14), confirming
the assumption that EST/SA aided diagnosis of novel faults. A sig-
nificant main effect of time was found as well (F(2, 74) = 6.45,
p < 0.01, g2

p " 0:15). Contrasts showed that performance at T0 and
T2w and at T2w and T6w differed significantly (p < 0.01), with the
poorest performance generally occurring at T2w. There was no main
effect of fault type (F(1, 37) = 0.06, p > 0.10, g2

p " 0:00).
On the second measure of diagnostic performance (diagnostic

speed), the results of the three-way mixed ANOVA resembled
those relating to diagnostic accuracy (see Table 6). We observed
no significant main effect of training (F(2, 37) = 0.51, p > 0.10,
g2
p " 0:03), but, as with diagnostic accuracy, the interaction be-

tween fault type and group was significant (F(2, 74) = 3.87,
p < 0.05, g2

p " 0:17). This interaction effect indicated that training
groups differed significantly in diagnostic speed regarding fault

Table 3
Descriptive statistics (M, SD) on control variables as a function of training group.

Control variables Drill and practice EST EST/SA F/p

Cognitive ability (0–50) 25.71 (4.68) 26.25 (6.26) 24.88 (6.04) F(2, 45) = 0.232, p > 0.05
Cognitive flexibility (–4 to +4) 1.00 (1.22) 0.84 (0.90) 0.53 (1.07) F(2, 46) = 0.814, p > 0.05
Conscientiousness (1–9) 6.84 (0.95) 6.52 (1.00) 6.78 (1.30) F(2, 46) = 0.360, p > 0.05
Pretraining motivation (%) 80.00 (13.59) 80.0 (16.90) 76.47 (19.02) F(2, 45) = 0.236, p > 0.05

Table 4
Descriptive statistics on reactions to training as a function of training group.

Reactions to training Drill and practice
M (SD)

EST
M (SD)

EST/SA
M (SD)

F/p

Effort (0–100) 68.93 (20.0) 48.00 (21.17) 50.83 (26.13) F(2, 47) = 3.644, p < 0.05, g2
p " 0:14

Anxiety (0–100) 47.79 (23.73) 27.59 (19.53) 40.56 (23.47) F(2, 47) = 3.198, p < 0.1, g2
p " 0:12

Fatigue (0–100) 68.96 (26.17) 47.06 (26.47) 64.17 (26.70) F(2, 47) = 2.936, p < 0.1, g2
p " 0:12

Motivation (1–6) 4.13 (0.81) 4.21 (1.04) 3.68 (1.27) F(2, 45) = 1.147, p > 0.1, g2
p " 0:05

Self-efficacy (1–6) 2.73 (0.94) 2.75 (0.94) 3.19 (1.13) F(2, 47) = 1.120, p > 0.1, g2
p " 0:05

Table 5
System control failures (in percentages) as a function of training and fault type (SD in parentheses).

Fault type Drill and practice EST EST/SA

T0 T2w T6w T0 T2w T6w T0 T2w T6w

Practiced 11.6 (9.0) 3.5 (2.3) 8.6 (5.5) 9.5 (8.0) 4.0 (6.0) 6.4 (4.0) 17.6 (14.1) 5.1 (5.7) 9.8 (6.1)
Novel 8.8 (6.9) 7.4 (6.3) 17.5 (3.6) 6.6 (2.3) 4.3 (3.1) 15.5 (5.3) 8.4 (4.6) 6.2 (4.9) 15.7 (6.9)
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type (Fig. 5). Interaction contrasts showed a significant interaction
for the D&P group and EST/SA group (F(1, 25) = 7.286, p < 0.05,
g2
p " 0:23). Moreover, a significant main effect of time (F(2,

74) = 15.3, p < 0.001, g2
p " 0:29) and fault type was observed (F(1,

74) = 6.66, p < 0.05, g2
p " 0:15). Contrasts for main effect of time re-

vealed that performance at T0 and T2w and at T2w and T6w differed
significantly (p < 0.001), with the poorest performance generally
occurring at T2w.

4. Discussion

Using the training methods EST, EST/SA, and D&P, we examined
attention skills and process control performance in familiar and
nonfamiliar situations over a retention interval of several weeks.
We aimed to support novices learning a highly complex and
demanding task by providing them with attention-management
strategies in order to reduce their mental workload. D&P was suc-
cessful at enhancing diagnostic performance on familiar system
faults, and EST/SA training supported the diagnosis of novel system
faults. All in all, EST and EST/SA did not support system control per-
formance as strongly as we had assumed they would.

D&P proved effective at increasing the speed and accuracy with
which participants found familiar fault states. Thus, it seems that
D&P was successful at providing trainees with clear strategies to
cope with the high demands of the task. Participants were guided
through the steps of a task so that attentional resources could be
applied to learning instead of finding a strategy to cope with the
task on their own. The finding that D&P improved diagnostic per-
formance on practiced fault states confirms earlier results of re-
search involving the CAMS task in a comparable experimental

setting (Kluge & Burkolter, 2008). In that experiment, error train-
ing, procedure-based training with error-relevant heuristics, and
D&P were compared for their effectiveness at enhancing process
control performance. D&P emerged clearly as the most effective
method for developing the skill of diagnosing familiar fault states,
even after retention intervals of 9 and 13 weeks. These findings
suggest that the use of D&P was broadened from nondynamic
and rather easy cognitive tasks (Shute & Gawlick, 1995) to more
dynamic and highly complex cognitive tasks. However, the find-
ings also show that the effectiveness of D&P was confined to famil-
iar fault states. In other words, participants were prepared to apply
acquired skills but limited in their ability to adapt skills to new sit-
uations. This finding supports the contention that training meth-
ods concentrating on teaching procedures rather than teaching
knowledge have a restricted range of transfer (Hockey, Sauer, &
Wastell, 2007). Lastly, participants in the D&P group were not less
motivated than participants in the other two groups, although D&P
requires repetitive work on a task. This result might be of special
interest to instructors.

Possible explanations why the experiment did not confirm
some of the assumptions regarding EST are discussed. The aim of
the EST was to enhance attention management by introducing
emphasis changes on components of a task. Thus, participants
were provided with strategies to reduce mental workload and im-
prove performance. The selection of EST as a training approach for
process control was carefully based on empirical evidence, theoret-
ical considerations, and its successful use in different contexts (Go-
pher, 2007; Gopher et al., 1989). Even so, our experiment showed
EST to have only slightly positive interaction effects and did not de-
tect any clear advantage for EST. We note, however, that the pres-
ent study was more complex in task and design than previous ones
on this subject. First, we used a complex and dynamic process con-
trol environment that entailed fewer psychomotor and higher cog-
nitive demands than have tasks previously posed in like settings.
CAMS involves task management activities such as monitoring to
detect deviance and changes, actions to stabilize the system,
retrieving information, diagnosing, planning, forming rules, and
evaluating actions (Burkolter et al., 2007; Ormerod, Richardson, &
Shepherd, 1998). The Space Fortress game employed by Gopher
et al. (1989) involved manual control and discrete, precise motor
responses, visual scanning and monitoring, memory requirements,
and decision-making. Similarities between these tasks may have
been overestimated. Second, we used a multifactorial design that
included three different points in time. Previous findings con-
cerned positive effects on performance at the end of training, not
skill retention over several weeks. All in all, the ‘‘take-the-best”
application and transfer of EST to a different field seemed to entail
unexpected difficulties, and it was not as successful in this study as
in previous ones (see Gopher, 2007). Methodologically, it could be
argued for a larger sample, for small sample sizes increase the like-
lihood of incorrectly concluding that there is no statistical differ-
ence (Cook, Campbell, & Peracchio, 1990). However, the
statistical significance one might gain with a larger sample will
not necessarily improve the experiment’s practical significance.

Fig. 4. Interaction between training group and fault type for system control
performance.

Table 6
Diagnostic performance as a function of training and fault type (SD in parentheses).

Fault type D&P EST EST/SA

T0 T2w T6w T0 T2w T6w T0 T2w T6w

Diagnostic errors (%)
Practiced 21.5 (12.8) 51.3 (17.3) 33.3 (19.2) 40.0 (29.4) 59.0 (30.9) 41.0 (30.9) 50.0 (35.7) 57.1 (27.5) 52.4 (31.3)
Novel 46.2 (24.7) 51.3 (35.0) 46.2 (32.0) 38.5 (30.0) 51.3 (25.9) 38.5 (18.5) 53.6 (23.7) 52.4 (38.6) 35.7 (33.2)

Diagnostic speed (s)
Practiced 223.4 (58.9) 307.8 (59.4) 274.4 (70.5) 241.7 (87.4) 347.5 (83.4) 290.8 (92.9) 292.0 (89.5) 332.1 (76.6) 327.1 (94.0)
Novel 300.6 (74.5) 336.5 (84.1) 358.3 (80.7) 271.3 (65.4) 310.3 (89.0) 330.4 (70.0) 298.4 (80.0) 337.6 (115.5) 319.9 (95.5)
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The EST/SA approach showed positive effects for fault-finding in
novel situations, but it was not as effective as we assumed it would
be for system control and SA. By combining EST and SA training, we
aimed both to enhance SA and performance and to support SA by
improving attentionmanagement. There are reasons to believe that
the SA approachmight have interferedwith EST, an effect especially
challenging to novices. In EST, procedures are taught through rule-
based instruction, which only implicitly communicates properties
of the system (Rasmussen, 1990). To answer the questions relating
to SA, however, participants were required to anticipate system
states. That is, they had to shift from a rule-based to a knowl-
edge-based level. The combination of trainingmethods that require
cognitive processing at different levels may therefore have been too
challenging for novices. It seems that the expected positive effects
of EST and positive effects of SA were neutralized rather than com-
pounded, at least at this stage of learning. One could consider delay-
ing EST/SA training (see Schneider, 1985) until, say, D&P has helped
participants firmly establish a procedure for the main tasks. This
sequencing could enhance attention performance by automating
a task and thereby freeing attention resources for accomplishing
another task (Wickens & McCarley, 2008).

Regarding the measurement of SA, Vidulich (2003) assumes a
rich interplay between specific memory of the current situation
and a skilled individual’s long-term memory. Long-term working
memory is assumed to serve as the basis to answer questions dur-
ing the freeze of the simulation. Possibly, participants had not yet
developed enough expertise as a basis to answer the SA questions.
With respect to methodological issues, results showed that the SA
measurement did not significantly differ from one training group
to the next. This finding might be an indication of validity issues
with the SA measure we employed—based on the SA Control Room
Inventory (Hogg et al., 1995). We note that all the participants
scored relatively low regardless of what training group they were
in, suggesting a floor effect. Further research employing the novel
SA measure is needed to test this possibility.

Surprisingly, performance on system control decreased from
the second testing session (two weeks after training) to the third
(six weeks after training). By contrast, diagnostic performance
was poorer at the second testing session and improved at the third
one. These results concerning skill retention after training were
similar for all training groups which is an interesting finding, espe-
cially because previous research on skill retention has focused
mainly on single tasks (see Arthur, Bennett, Stanush, & McNelly,

1998). By contrast, the two tasks in our study—system control
and fault-finding—had to be accomplished at the same time. There-
fore, findings from single-task studies (e.g. Arthur et al., 1998)
might not directly apply for transfer to dual tasks. As abilities of
operators in the two main tasks of process control, system control
and diagnostic performance are independent (Landeweerd, 1979),
it might be possible that skill decay of the two tasks is also dissim-
ilar. This assumption is supported by findings from two experi-
ments with the same simulated process control task (Kluge &
Burkolter, 2008; Burkolter, Kluge, & Brand, 2009), in which a sim-
ilar pattern of results was observed. Whereas system control per-
formance decreased from a first (9 weeks after training and
directly after training, respectively) to a second testing session
(13 weeks after training and one week after training, respectively),
diagnostic performance increased from the first to the second test-
ing session. While these effects have not yet been investigated in
detail, we speculate whether participants might have concentrated
more on the system control task if training had not taken place
long ago. However, at later testing points, when participants might
have felt that there were shortcomings in remembering the task,
they possibly concentrated more on diagnosis, for which they
could find specific information not only on intervention but also
on the description of system faults and the symptoms in the man-
ual. However, this issue needs further analysis and research.

Some limitations regarding the study procedure should be
pointed out. We conducted the study with students, and not with
experienced operators working in process control environments.
However, we did invite engineering students to participate in our
experiment in order to enhance transfer of study results to process
control. These students participated voluntarily in the study as an
extracurricular activity,whichmight indicate a high level ofmotiva-
tion. On the other hand, the extensive training might also have im-
plied an additional workload on them. Moreover, participants did
not practice the task between the experimental sessions, which
might not directly apply to real-world settings, where operators
usually work between training sessions and thus also gain experi-
ence between training sessions. Moreover, the process control task
was new to the participants, therefore entailing initial learning of
complex skills. Further research should determine to what extent
such results are transferable to further stages of learning and
training.

In summary, the present study aimed at contributing to re-
search of workplace training by applying training methods from

Fig. 5. Interaction between training group and fault type for diagnostic errors (left) and speed (right).
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fields such as aviation, police, and nondynamic, motor tasks (e.g.
Gopher et al., 1989; Saus et al., 2006) to a process control environ-
ment in order to extend established training research findings to a
novel work environment. The problem of limited attention capac-
ities has been discussed with respect to complex tasks (Gopher,
1996) and the limitation they present for SA (Endsley, 1995b;
Wickens & McCarley, 2008). We aimed to enhance this work by
analyzing the training of attention management and allocation of
limited attention resources in process control.

This study confirmed D&P as a promising approach for teaching
novices to successfully diagnose familiar fault states in process
control for up to several weeks after training. We recommend that
further research identifies the conditions under which D&P is also
effective with experienced operators. The present experiment
might serve as a starting point for detailed investigation intended
to gather further evidence about the effectiveness of EST and EST/
SA training in process control. That work could be a promising step
in the effort to provide operators with effective training designed
to improve attention management and address the problem of lim-
ited attention capacities.
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Objective: The objective of the present studies was to apply a novel 

method for structural knowledge assessment to process control in order 

to assess the potential of its measures as a training outcome. Back-

ground: Traditionally, knowledge is assessed by verbal achievement 

tests on the subject matter. However, traditional methods are regarded as 

limited in their ability to assess higher order learning or understanding. 

Method: Two experiments (Experiment 1: N = 41; Experiment 2: N = 

50) were conducted in which participants were given a 4-hour training 

session on a simulated process control task. At a later testing session, 

participants worked on the task for 70 minutes and completed 

knowledge tests on declarative, procedural and structural knowledge. 

Structural knowledge was measured using the computer-based associa-

tion structure test (AST, Meyer, 2008), combining an association task 

and pathfinder network based on relatedness ratings. Results: In both 

studies, structural knowledge was significantly related to diagnostic 

performance, and evidence was found for internal consistency as well as 

convergent and predictive validity. Conclusion: Findings indicate that 

structural assessment with the AST shows promise as a training outcome 

in process control. Application: Potential applications of this research 

include the improvement of training design, delivery and evaluation.  

 

Keywords: Process control systems, training, structural knowledge, 

knowl-edge elicitation 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 Computer-based testing facilitates new measurements of knowledge, for 

example, the real-time rendering of items based on a participant's entries. The goal 

of the present study was to apply a novel test of structural knowledge to a process 

control environment in order to evaluate its potential as a training outcome.  

 Traditionally, knowledge is assessed by verbal achievement tests on the 

subject matter. A review by Goldsmith and Kraiger (1997) showed that the most 

popular methods to measure learning in working environments were paper-and-
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pencil tests. However, traditional methods are regarded as limited in their ability to 

assess higher order learning or understanding (Kraiger, Salas, & Cannon-Bowers, 

1995). Stating that training outcomes are more complex and multifaceted, Kraiger, 

Ford and Salas (1993) proposed a theory-based classification scheme of learning 

outcomes in which the cognitive outcomes contain not only verbal knowledge such 

as declarative and procedural knowledge but also structural knowledge. Structural 

knowledge is the way in which individuals organize and interrelate concepts within 

a knowledge domain (Davis, Curtis, & Tschetter, 2003). It links declarative and 

procedural knowledge to mediate the transition in learning from 'knowing' to 

application (Hoole, 2006).  

 Initial studies assessed structural knowledge in the context of complex 

systems such as aviation or troubleshooting (e.g. Day, Arthur, & Gettman, 2001; 

Rowe, Cooke, Hall, & Halgren, 1996; Schvaneveldt et al., 1985) by employing the 

Pathfinder approach (Schvaneveldt, 1990) to structural assessment. Details on the 

Pathfinder approach and the associated measures are provided below.  

 
Assessment of declarative, procedural and structural knowledge in the 

context of process control 

 

The present study aims at extending research on structural knowledge to process 

control environments. Process control can be found in industries that regulate and 

control complex processes, such as chemical plants, nuclear power plants, or 

refineries. The processes generally involve a high number of interacting variables. 

Process control includes two major tasks: system control and stabilization on the one 

hand, and diagnosis and repair of fault states on the other (Wickens & Hollands, 

2000). Successful process control performance depends on knowledge regarding 

procedures and how to operate the system, i.e. procedural knowledge, and on 

substantial knowledge of the system and its cause-effect relations, i.e. declarative 

knowledge (Kragt & Landeweerd, 1974; Wickens & Hollands, 2000). Kluwe (1997) 

measured declarative knowledge in process control using questions about plant 

components, their attributes and interactions ("What happens to the temperature in 

the mineral silo when...?", pp. 68/69) and found it to be related to system control 

performance. Furthermore, Kluwe's measurement of procedural knowledge, 

assessed by asking participants how to reach a certain goal, was correlated with 

declarative knowledge measures and system control performance. The measure 

required participants to mark sequences of inputs on a schematic representation of 

the interface.  

 While operating during normal states requires knowledge on 'what-leads-to-

what-and-when', operating during fault states requires a more complex knowledge 

base involving the variety of ways the system could fail (Kluwe, 1997; Kragt & 

Landeweerd, 1974; Wickens & Hollands, 2000). For the latter, an operator has to 

draw on structural knowledge.  

Structural knowledge was assessed, for instance, in the context of aviation for 

novice and expert fighter pilots using the Pathfinder approach (Schvaneveldt et al., 
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1985). Pathfinder delivers a graphical representation of a participant’s knowledge 

structure by asking him or her to rate the similarity between domain-relevant 

concepts. Concepts are treated as graph nodes, and relatedness ratings of concepts 

are interpreted as an edge, with a distance label between the two. A high relatedness 

results in a short distance, and a low relatedness in a longer edge. The resulting 

graph is also referred to as PFNET. Schvaneveldt et al. showed that the PFNETs of 

novices and those of experts were distinguishable regarding their density – the 

number of edges divided by the number of possible edges in the PFNET. Novices 

were found to assume a higher number of links (i.e., a higher network density), 

while experts tended to identify the important, critical associations and thus 

exhibited a network with a lower number of links (i.e., a lower density).  

Central to Pathfinder-based approaches to structural assessment is the 

assessment of the quality of the derived knowledge structure, for which the 

closeness measure (C) is most frequently employed (Davis et al., 2003). C is 

obtained by comparing a participant's PFNETs to a reference PFNET, and is based 

on the idea that the more similar the knowledge structure of a participant to that of 

an expert, the more likely this participant will display a similarly high performance 

(Goldsmith & Johnson, 1990). 

The coherence measure of a PFNET is calculated without a referent structure 

(Schvaneveldt, Tucker, Castillo, & Bennett, 2001). Coherence is based on the 

assumption that if two concepts are rated as very similar, they must have similar 

relations to all other concepts. For each PFNET, the matrix of correlation estimates 

of edge values is correlated with the matrix of similarity ratings. The coherence 

therefore quantifies the extent to which a participant’s ratings are coherent with the 

inherent logic of his PFNET. According to Schvaneveldt (2009), a coherence below 

.20 indicates too many inconsistencies. The coherence scores were able to 

differentiate the PFNETs of novices and experts (Schvaneveldt et al., 2001).  

Despite the usefulness of PFNET-based structural assessment, two issues 

were raised by Meyer (2008): the demand for a fixed set of concepts that represent 

the knowledge domain, and the need for a reference network for C. As Pathfinder is 

based on fixed expert-identified concepts that are presented to all study participants, 

participants’ familiarity with these concepts remains untested (Meyer, 2008). 

Furthermore, the reliance on expert-identified concepts presents a trade-off 

compared to free recall techniques, which allow a deeper understanding of a 

participant's knowledge (Davis et al., 2003). 

 Secondly, the C measure requires an expert network for reference. However, 

situations may arise in which such a network is unavailable, or too costly to elicit, 

and the validity of expert networks has not been addressed: Day et al. (2001) derived 

one referent structure based on the consensus of two experts and one based on 

averaged knowledge structures of two experts. There was a difference in the validity 

of the consensus judgments and average judgments with the latter predicting 

performance best. This finding underlines the validity issue of single expert 

networks as referent structures, since their validity would only be high if several 

experts’ judgments were averaged. Accordingly, the present study applies a 
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structural assessment technique combining a free recall technique with Pathfinder 

scaling operating on measures derived from the individual networks instead of 

comparisons with expert referent structures.  

 
The Association Structure Test (AST)  

 

The AST (Meyer, 2008) covers different facets of knowledge, primarily declarative 

and structural knowledge (see Table 1). It integrates an association task and 

pathfinder network scaling based on relatedness ratings into one IT-based test 

system. There are two parts, an association task and relatedness ratings.  

 
TABLE 1. Overview of AST parameters 

AST 

measure 

Description Data basis Indicator for Higher values indicate 

Concepts Number of 

associated concepts 

(nodes) 

Association 

task 

Verbalizable 

declarative 

knowledge 

... more declarative 

knowledge 

Clusters Concepts following 

quickly after each 

other build a cluster  

Association 

task (thinking 

times) 

Differentiation of 

declarative 

knowledge 

... more differentiated 

declarative knowledge 

Edges Number of 

connections 

between concepts 

Rating task 

(and concepts 

from 

association 

task) 

Verbalizable 

declarative 

knowledge with 

components of 

structural 

knowledge 

... that the participant 

assumes more 

connections between 

concepts 

Diameter Longest path in the 

network 

Rating task 

(and concepts 

from 

association 

task) 

Span of knowledge ... wider spans of 

knowledge 

Weighted 

density 

Sum of all edge 

values divided by 

the number of all 

possible edges 

inside that network 

Rating task 

(and concepts 

from 

association 

task) 

Structural 

knowledge and 

structural 

implicitness (Dienes 

& Perner, 1999) 

... that the network is 

more dense (and that 

the participant assumes 

more and/or stronger 

connections between 

concepts) 

 

 

 Association task Participants are asked to associate concepts that they 

think belong to a specified knowledge domain. In addition to recording the 

participants' associated concepts, thinking times during the word associations are 

logged. Drawing on the theory of spreading activation by Anderson (1983), 

semantically closely related terms are thought to follow quickly after each other, 

whereas semantically less related terms are assumed to result in longer pauses in 

thought between associations. Concepts form an interconnected network and 

retrieval is performed by spreading activation throughout the semantic network. 

Therefore, concepts are also referred to as nodes in the network. Activation of one 

concept will most likely activate an adjacent (i.e. semantically close) concept, while 

a long thinking time is associated with a longer propagation of the spreading activity 
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through the network. Chase and Simon (1973) used the pauses in recall to identify 

chunks, based on the assumption that a pause would be related to the retrieval of a 

new chunk from memory. Longer pauses (more than 2 sec) were thereby associated 

with the retrieval of a new structure from memory, whereas a shorter pause (less 

than 2 sec) was associated with a succession of recalls drawn from the same 

structure. Beatty and Gerace (2002) asked physics students to associate to a topic 

area and recorded concept associations together with thinking times between 

associations. They found that clusters of concepts (i.e. concepts related to each 

other) were positively associated with exam scores, i.e. students whose associations 

were related performed better.  

 Data on thinking times of participants are employed by the AST to identify 

clusters of associated concepts: Concepts with a short thinking time between them 

form a cluster, while a long thinking time indicates a new cluster. The AST 

classifies the concepts into different clusters, with a cluster analysis over the 

thinking times between term associations. For each participant, long peaks of 

thinking times that stand out from short pauses between quick associations are 

identified based on average thinking time and its standard deviation for that 

particular participant. The detection of a peak is interpreted as separating two 

clusters of associated terms, i.e., the detection of a peak increases the number of 

clusters by 1 (Meyer, 2008).  

Relatedness ratings The associated concepts are presented as pairs, and their 

relatedness is rated. The maximum number of concepts that are selected for pairwise 

comparisons can be determined in the AST’s configuration. The total number of 

comparisons, (n(n-1))/2, depends on the number of previously associated terms (n). 

For example, if a participant entered 20 terms during the first stage of the test, 

he/she would have to perform 190 (20(20-1)/2) comparisons in the second stage. 

There is a tradeoff between reasonable comparison task length and its predictive 

validity. However, just ten concepts for pairwise comparisons have been shown to 

deliver an adequate prediction at a reasonable length of the comparison task (Davis 

et al., 2003). Therefore, a limit of 15 concepts is employed in the current studies.
1
 

 Participants do not have to label, describe or explain their judgment on the 

strength of the relatedness of two concepts. They rather make quick and intuitive 

decisions based on their gut-feeling, as one may appreciate a relationship between 

two concepts, but not necessarily carry a readily available label for this relation 

(Rothe & Warning, 1991). These relatedness ratings require neither a complex 

process nor a high degree of conscious processing. Therefore, the AST is thought to 

elicit relationships between knowledge elements that are difficult or impossible to 

verbalize, and thus capture a part of unconscious access to structural knowledge.  

 AST measures The AST converts a participant’s matrix of concept 

relations into a PFNET (n-1, !) with the formulae supplied by Schvaneveldt (1990). 

As AST graphs are derived from word associations by the participants themselves, 

the graphs cannot be directly compared with each other or with referent graphs 

because these comparisons require graphs with the same nodes for all participants. 

Therefore, instead of a measure such as closeness (Goldsmith & Davenport, 1990), 
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referent-free measures are employed to quantify AST-generated knowledge 

networks. Their value for performance prediction has been demonstrated by e.g. 

Bonato (1990) and Schvaneveldt et al. (2001).  

 The AST itself delivers a graph in an adjacency matrix form for each 

participant’s PFNET. These graphs can be analyzed with a variety of graph analysis 

software packages to obtain graph-theoretic measures. In this study, we focus on 

five measures: the number of concepts (concepts), the number of clusters (clusters), 

the number of edges (edges), the diameter, and the weighted density. Extending 

Meyer’s (2008) analyses, we also report Schvaneveldt et al.'s coherence measure 

(2001) and compare it to the AST measures. 

 The number of associated concepts that serve as graph nodes is seen as an 

indicator of declarative knowledge (i.e. the higher the number of concepts, the more 

declarative knowledge). According to Dienes and Perner’s (1999) theory of implicit 

and explicit knowledge, the ability to verbalize a proposition indicates a certain level 

of explicitness. Thus, the number of concepts that a participant associates verbally to 

a stimulus indicates the magnitude of available declarative knowledge in the given 

subject domain. We report the number of associated concepts due to its close 

conceptual relation to declarative knowledge. As the participant is asked to associate 

concepts in the association task, the number of concepts is a face-valid indicator of 

participants’ performance in the association task. 

 The clusters identified by the AST are thought to represent different sets of 

individual cognitive structures in the same knowledge domain – declarative 

knowledge (Meyer, 2008). A higher number of clusters indicates more differentiated 

declarative knowledge. The number of clusters is associated with the number of 

associated concepts. We report this as it has been shown to relate to performance 

(Beatty & Gerace, 2002).  

A relatedness rating between two concepts is interpreted as an edge between 

the two concepts (i.e. edge value). Relatedness ratings are transformed into path 

distances for the Pathfinder scaling, resulting in short edges (i.e., 4 is recoded into 1) 

for strong relationships. Note that an edge is a set of two nodes. Edges cannot 

therefore be seen as independent of nodes, which in turn consist of the associated 

concepts. Thus, edges fit into the conceptualization of structural knowledge as 

something that links certain entities. The number of edges is seen as an indicator of 

what Dienes and Perner (1999) described as explicit knowledge, which “can be a 

representation of compounds (typically: compound properties) that leaves the 

structure of its components implicit” (p. 740). If the structure of the compound is 

implicit, we refer to it as structural implicitness in accordance with Dienes and 

Perner. A high number of edges indicates that the participant assumes more relations 

between concepts. We chose to report the number of edges in the context of this 

study because it is the prime unadjusted measure that carries structural information. 

Note that despite the interconnection between nodes and edges and the 

resulting positive correlation between them, they are not mathematically deducible 

from each other: Participants specify nodes prior to specifying whether there is a 

connection between two nodes, which do not necessarily have to be connected. The 
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number of edges inside a graph will thus correlate with the number of nodes, but it 

will not be deducible from the number of nodes.  

 To normalize the number of edges inside a graph (because the number of 

nodes can vary), the density measure is employed. This specifies the ratio of present 

edges in relation to possible edges inside the graph. The density is calculated by 

 
where l is the number of lines (edges) in the graph and n is the number of nodes. The 

density measure will exhibit a negative correlation with the number of edges and 

nodes. The density measure approaches values close to 0 if very few edges are 

present in relation to the number of nodes, as Figure 1 illustrates.  

 

 

Figure 1. The density of a graph in relation to its number of nodes and edges. White areas are 

undefined for density values > 1. It becomes evident that the density measure approaches 0 for an 

increasing number of nodes and only visibly increases for a high number of edges at low numbers of 

nodes. 

 

 

In order to increase the amount of structural information of the density 

measure, Meyer (2008) employed the weighted density measure, which takes the 

original edge values as delivered by the AST (higher values indicating a stronger 

connection) into account (as proposed by Benta, 2003). The weighted density is the 

sum of all edge values of the PFNET divided by the number of all possible edges 
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inside that network, referring to the number of links between all nodes, without any 

pruning of the links by the Pathfinder algorithm. The weighted density of an 

undirected graph, such as a PFNET, is calculated by  

 
where n is the number of nodes in the network and xij denotes the value of an 

undirected edge between nodes ni  and nj. Contrary to the density, the weighted 

density is not deducible from the number of edges and nodes, as it takes a further 

argument – the edge values – into account. It will, however, also exhibit a negative 

correlation with the number of edges and nodes. In the case of the AST, where the 

strongest relation between two concepts is denoted with the value 4, the range of the 

weighted density is 0 to 4, with 4 indicating a graph where all possible connections 

are present and denoted with the highest connection strength. As the weighted 

density is the only proposed measure that relies on the number of edges in relation to 

the number of graph nodes and their strength inside a given graph, it carries the 

largest amount of structural information. We thus see it as the most appropriate 

indicator for structural knowledge, and, if applied to those edges that a participant 

cannot label, for structural implicitness.  

The AST calculates the diameter of the generated PFNETs. The diameter is 

the longest path inside the graph delivered by Pathfinder scaling. Eckert (1998) 

treated the diameter as a measure for the span of structural knowledge, with higher 

values of the diameter indicating wider spans of knowledge. A graph with the same 

number of nodes (n) can have different diameter values up to n – 1. The diameter 

depends on the number of connections originating from nodes. If many nodes share 

many links to many other nodes, there will be short paths between a given node and 

any other given nodes, resulting in a shorter diameter of the graph. This would 

indicate that all nodes tend to be conceptually related to other nodes, i.e., that all 

nodes originate from similar knowledge domains. Finally, coherence (Schvaneveldt 

et al., 2001, see above) is compared to the AST measures.  

A person with a large amount of declarative knowledge will associate a large 

number of concepts. Domain experts tend to indicate few but important links 

between concepts (Schvaneveldt et al., 1985). Furthermore, experts can experience 

difficulties in naming relations between concepts they assume to be present (Rothe 

& Warning, 1991). Therefore, skilled individuals are likely to place few but relevant 

connections – some implicit – between a potentially large number of concepts. As 

we assume that the weighted density measure can capture structural implicitness 

(see above) and will exhibit a negative correlation with the number of nodes in a 

graph (see Figure 1), a negative relationship between the weighted density measure 

and knowledge-based task performance can be expected. At the same time, we 

assume that experts know the few relevant connections that they place as well as the 

connections to other concepts, i.e. the network. Therefore, a low weighted density 

should co-occur with a high coherence, reflecting the awareness of the connections 

of all the concepts to each other.  
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 In summary, the six graph-theoretic measures that we report were chosen 

because they either deliver direct operationalizations of the AST’s two tasks, for 

theoretical reasons, i.e., the amount of structural information carried by the weighted 

density, and because they were employed successfully in the literature. Next, we 

will report studies addressing the validity of the presented claims before employing 

the AST in our experiments.  

 
Studies on the validity of the association structure test 

 

Internal consistency In order to address the internal consistency of the AST, we re-

analyze a data set of 183 participants
2
 who participated in various AST-related 

experiments obtained from Meyer (2008). The dataset consists of 102 male and 81 

female students from a university and a vocational school in Germany (M = 24.6 

years, SD = 3.3). As outlined above, all of the AST measures are assumed to 

correlate for theoretical and/or mathematical reasons. It is thus possible that the AST 

measures and coherence all measure the same underlying construct. As a single 

underlying construct would violate the assumption that the weighted density 

measure captures structural knowledge best, we assume a two-factor solution, with 

one factor representing structural knowledge and one factor representing 

verbalizable knowledge. We conducted a factor analysis with principal axis 

factoring and oblimin rotation (sigma = 0°) with all five AST measures and 

coherence across the sample. The Eigenvalue > 1 criterion, parallel analysis, optimal 

coordinate analysis and the scree plot all yielded a two-factor solution, which 

accounted for 57.2% of total variance (34.6% and 22.5%, respectively). Descriptive 

statistics, correlations and the rotated factor pattern matrix are reported in Table 2. 

As illustrated, participants’ PFNETs had an average weighted density of 0.5. This 

means that on average, they placed about one weak edge (edge value = 1, prior to 

conversion to weights) for every two associated concepts. The average coherence of 

AST-PFNETs was 0.2 and therefore comparatively low, as Schvaneveldt (2009) 

assumed that coherence values below 0.2 indicate that the participant did not take 

the task seriously. However, his coherence values have to be interpreted in relation 

to edges that participants place between expert-identified concepts. In the AST, 

participants place edges between concepts that they themselves associated. Some of 

these links are assumed to be implicit (Rothe & Warning, 1991, see 1.2) and 

coherence might therefore be lower. 
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TABLE 2. Descriptive statistics, correlations, and pattern matrix of the rotated factor solution 
of the AST measures and coherence (oblimin rotation) 

Variables M SD (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) Factor 

1  

Factor 

2 

1. Concepts (No.)
 

16.3 9.6 –     .90 –.09 

2. Clusters (No.) 6.4 3.1 .76
***

 –    .76
 

–.08
 

3. Edges (No.) 36.4 24.3 .53
***

 .45
***

 –   .71
 

.26 

4. Diameter (0 to [concepts –1]) 2.6 0.8 .49
***

 .38
***

 .32
***

 –  .38
 

–.26
 

5. Weighted density (0 to 4)
 

0.5 0.5 –.52
***

 –.45
*** 

–.08 –.44
***

 – –.01 .99 

6. Coherence (–1 to 1)
 

0.2 0.3 .45
***

 .36
***

 .16
*
 .32

***
 –.57

***
 .22 –.47 

 

The number of nodes, edges, and clusters load substantially onto the first 

factor (all loadings > .70), whereas the weighted density is the only measure to 

exhibit a substantial loading on the second factor. Diameter and coherence do not 

show a substantial loading on any of the factors. This structure supports the rationale 

that the weighted density carries the largest amount of structural information, 

whereas the other measures are closely related to the amount of verbalizable 

knowledge, as indicated by the high loading of the number of concepts on the first 

factor. 

 In order to confirm this interpretation, we subjected the same data to a metric 

multidimensional scaling (Gower, 1966) with two dimensions, based on the 

Euclidean distances between AST measures, which were derived from the AST 

measures correlation matrix from the above sample (cf. Figure 2).  

 Coordinate 1 can be interpreted as a declarative – structural continuum, 

spanning between the number of nodes on the far left and the weighted density on 

the far right. The number of clusters is close to the number of associated concepts, 

because clusters can only be determined if a certain number of concepts are 

associated in the first place. The number of edges is placed further away from the 

nodes, because they incorporate a structural aspect, but are simultaneously 

dependent on the number of nodes (see above). The weighted density measure 

includes more structural information – the edge values – and is therefore placed 

further to the right.  

 Coordinate 2 can be interpreted as a quantitative (bottom) – qualitative (top) 

continuum. As discussed above, the diameter captures a more qualitative feature of a 

PFNET: the span or width of activated concepts. The coherence, placed at the top of 

the continuum, also denotes a quality of the PFNET: whether the links placed by the 

participant are consistent with the links one would expect, based on the correlations 

of edge values of linked concepts. The other AST measures, including the weighted 

density, are placed towards the bottom of the continuum, indicating a more 

quantitative character. The fact that the coherence measure is placed towards the left 

of the first continuum, which we labeled as declarative, can be interpreted insofar as 

consistent links are those edges that participants can explicitly label. As the 

weighted density of AST-generated PFNETs is assumed to capture structural 

implicitness to a certain extent (see above), it is placed further towards the right on 

the structural continuum. 

 In summary, both the factor analysis and the MDS support the theoretical 

rationale underlying the AST and especially the assumption that the weighted 
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density can serve as an indicator of the number of structural links that participants 

assume to be present between concepts of which they are aware, in reference to the 

total number of concepts that comprise their domain knowledge. The negative 

correlation between coherence and the weighted density also supports the rationale 

behind the weighted density: If participants place few edges, these exhibit a high 

consistency in relation to the structure of the graph. At the same time, the two 

constructs are not the same, as demonstrated by the results of the correlation 

analysis, the factor analysis and the MDS.  

Validity of measuring implicitness Meyer (2008) conducted further studies to 

assess the validity of the AST. A first experiment with a between-subjects design 

concerned the comparison of labeled and unlabeled relatedness ratings. In the 

labeled testing condition, participants could only indicate a relationship between 

concepts if they were able to explicitly label the kind of relation. If a value greater 

than zero had been chosen (zero indicating 'no/weak relationship'), a text box was 

displayed in which the nature of the relationship had to be explicated. In the 

unlabeled testing condition, participants were required to make quick and intuitive 

judgments on the strength of a relationship without describing the relationship. It 

was assumed that participants in the unlabeled testing condition would indicate a 

higher number of relationships (i.e. higher number of edges) than those in the 

labeled testing condition, as they could indicate relationships which they perceived 

without the need to have an explicitly available label for this relation (Rothe & 

Warning, 1991; see section 1.2). Thus, they could indicate all relations: those for 

which they could be able to provide an explicit label and those which they could not 

label. Participants in the labeled condition could only indicate those relationships for 

which they could provide an explicit label. Thirty undergraduate psychology 

students (19 female, M = 23.6 years, SD = 2.2) from a German university 

participated in the study. One group worked on the AST with labeled testing while 

the other group worked on the AST with unlabeled relatedness ratings, with the 

topic of a seminar as the stimulus concept. As expected, the number of edges was 

significantly higher in the unlabeled testing group (M = 53.5, SD = 45.4) than in the 

labeled testing group (M = 25.5, SD = 15.7; t(24) = 2.25, p < .05). With respect to 

the number of associated concepts, the labeled testing group (M = 10.9, SD = 5.7) 

did not differ significantly from the unlabeled testing group (M = 13.4, SD = 6.0; 

t(24) = 1.2, p > .05). Regarding the other measures of the AST, there were no 

significant differences between the two groups (all p's > .05). Hence, given a similar 

number of associated concepts, not having to verbalize an indicated relationship, 

resulted in a larger number of edges. These results indicate that quick and intuitive 

placement of relations between concepts might capture relations that a participant 

cannot verbalize and might be implicit.  
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Figure 2. Metric multidimensional scaling of the five AST measures and coherence with two 

dimensions, based on the Euclidean distances between AST measures. Distances were derived from 

the AST measures’ correlation matrix from an aggregated sample of participants (N = 183) who 

completed the AST in various contexts. 

 

 

 Predictive validity In an experiment to analyze predictive validity, fifty-

two trainees (2 female, M = 20.3 years, SD = 3.5) from a vocational school for 

cleaners and plumbers in Germany were asked to complete the AST with 

professional terms. The vocational trainees worked on the AST several days after 

completing a written exam focusing on the stimulus concepts. Results show 

correlations between exam grade and concepts (r =.22, p < .10), clusters (r = .25, p < 

.10), edges (r = .31, p < .05) and diameter (r = .18, p > .10). Reanalyzing these data, 

we found no correlation between coherence and grade (r = .08, p > .10). The 

weighted density exhibited a negative correlation with participants’ grades (r = -.36, 

p < .05): a less dense network was associated with a better grade. This finding 

concurs with the findings of Schvaneveldt and colleagues (1985), who found less 

dense Pathfinder networks among domain experts. 

 In summary, validation experiments as reported by Meyer (2008) show that 

the AST is able to tap into structural implicitness, and that the weighted density 

measure, which contains the most structural information, is related to knowledge-

based performance. We therefore employ it for the elicitation of structural 

knowledge in the context of process control performance. In the first experiment, 

relationships between AST measures, other knowledge-related measures, and 

process control performance were determined in an exploratory way. 
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EXPERIMENT 1 

 
Method 

 

 A data set extracted from a training experiment was used in the first study. 

The training experiment was conducted to study the effectiveness of three different 

training methods for process control performance. Findings concerning this research 

question are reported in a separate article (Burkolter, Kluge, Sauer, & Ritzmann, 

submitted). Data were collected two weeks after training.  

 Participants Forty-one students (four female) participated in the study. 

Participants were doing a B.Sc. in engineering at universities of applied sciences in 

Switzerland. They were paid 100 CHF (approx. 90 USD) for participation in all 

three sessions. The average age of the participants was 24.7 years (SD = 4.0). 

 The experimental task Process control performance was assessed through a 

computer-based simulation of a multi-task work environment (see Figure 2). The 

cabin air management system (CAMS; Sauer, Wastell, & Hockey, 2000) simulates a 

spacecraft's automated life support systems, but its underlying principles correspond 

to a process control task. CAMS consists of five main system variables (O2, CO2, 

cabin pressure, temperature, and humidity) that are maintained in normal range by 

automatic controllers. Two main tasks, system control and fault diagnosis, have to 

be accomplished in CAMS. The system control task requires the operator to 

intervene upon departure of a parameter from the target zone, either by adjusting the 

automatic control parameters or through manual control. Fault diagnosis involves 

the identification of the system disturbance by carrying out appropriate tests. The 

system fault can then be repaired by means of the maintenance facility. CAMS has 

already been employed in a range of different studies, and also in training 

experiments (e.g. Sauer, Burkolter, Kluge, Ritzmann, & Schüler 2008).  

 Testing procedure Knowledge and performance measures were all collected 

during the same testing session, which took place two weeks after the initial 

training. In this way, transfer of performance over a retention interval was measured, 

as transfer performance is an important factor in training research. The testing 

session on the CAMS task took 70 minutes, during which participants were to apply 

the acquired skills. Three fault states were included that were also part of the initial 

training and three novel fault states that were not addressed in the initial training. 

Thereafter, the written knowledge tests and the AST were conducted (approx. 45 

minutes). Participants were given unlimited time to complete the written knowledge 

tests.  

 Measures The AST was employed with the stimulus word "CAMS". The 

maximum number of associated concepts to enter pairwise comparison was set to 

15. Depending on the number of entered terms, the AST took about 20 to 30 minutes 

to complete. The graph analysis software UCINET (Borgatti, Everett, & Freeman, 

2002), the igraph package (Csardi, 2009), and functions programmed in R (R 

Development Core Team, 2007) were used to obtain graph-theoretic metrics. 
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 Declarative and procedural knowledge was assessed employing two 

previously employed and tested verbal knowledge tests on CAMS (see Sauer et al., 

2008). Due to time constraints, a shortened version of the knowledge tests was 

conducted. The declarative knowledge test was composed of four multiple-choice 

items (e.g. "What happens to humidity when the heater is on?") with three 

alternatives ("increase", "decrease", "minimal or no effect"). The answer had to be 

explained in a subsequent open question. One item concerned the processes and 

relationships in CAMS ("Please explain which components or processes have an 

impact on cabin temperature and describe the mode of the relationship"). Answers to 

the free responses were compared to a solution that had been used in previous 

research (e.g. Sauer et al., 2008). Four components and processes (e.g. heating) had 

to be explained and each was credited with one point. The maximum possible score 

was eight points. The procedural knowledge test was developed following the rules 

of content-valid test design and assessed knowledge regarding fault descriptions, 

fault symptoms and repair steps based on the manual. The items referenced 

procedures of system control and fault repair, i.e. the steps needed to work through 

to control the system as well as to diagnose and repair system faults. In comparison 

to the declarative knowledge test in which understanding of the relationships 

between parameters and system components was required, the procedural know-

ledge test referred to the procedures that are relevant for accomplishment of the 

CAMS task. The test included two multiple-choice items concerning the description, 

two multiple-choice items concerning symptoms, and two multiple-choice items 

concerning interventions. A sample item regarding descriptions was: "Please state 

which fault is described: 'CO2 scrubber operates with reduced effectiveness'" 

referencing to a specific procedure of fault repair. In items concerning fault 

symptoms, participants were required to state the system fault for a given symptom, 

while in items concerning fault repair, participants were required to state the 

corresponding system fault for a presented fault repair procedure. The maximum 

possible score was six points.  

 System control is one of the main tasks in CAMS. The five main system 

variables have to be maintained within normal range. If a parameter departs from 

this predefined zone, the operator needs to intervene. The duration in which 

parameters were in normal range was measured in seconds and converted into 

percentages.  

 The other main task in CAMS concerns diagnostic performance. Different 

system faults can be programmed into the simulation by the experimenter. The task 

of the operator is to diagnose and repair the system fault by means of the 

maintenance facility. The rate of correct diagnoses (diagnostic accuracy) is 

measured in percentages.  

 General mental ability (GMA) was assessed with the Wonderlic Personnel 

Test (Wonderlic Inc., 2002). The test comprises 50 items and captures verbal, 

numerical and spatial aspects of intelligence and learning aptitude. The participants 

had 12 minutes to work on the test which was conducted as a multiple-choice test.  

 Training The training sessions were typically carried out in small groups of 
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four to six participants. All participants received a general introduction to CAMS 

through a multimedia-based instruction and were then given several minutes to 

explore the process control environment. Then, five system faults were introduced 

and, depending on the training approach, trainees did exercises as described in their 

instruction manual. The participants received either emphasis shift training (EST, n 

= 13), which was supplemented with a situation awareness training (EST/SA, n = 

14), or drill and practice (D&P, n = 14). In the EST group, all participants were 

trained by alternately changing the emphasis on the two main tasks of process 

control (system control and diagnosis) from one exercise to the other (cf. Gopher, 

Weil, & Siegel, 1989). That is, participants practiced the actions of only one main 

task and did not have to execute the other interventions. The intended learning 

outcome of EST was the improvement of system control and diagnostic 

performance, especially for novel fault states and after a long retention interval. The 

EST/SA group received the same exercises as the EST group. Additionally, the 

EST/SA group was given an SA training session practiced through the freezing 

technique with debriefing (cf. Saus et al., 2006). This approach requires a simulated 

task to be randomly stopped and the trainee SA questions to be posed. EST/SA was 

designed to support especially diagnostic performance for novel fault states. The 

D&P group extensively practiced system control and diagnosis by repeating drills. 

Participants were required to follow the intervention steps closely. The intended 

goal of the D&P training was to enhance diagnostic performance of practiced fault 

states over a retention interval. Detailed information on the training approaches can 

be found in Burkolter et al. (2009).  

 A series of univariate ANOVAs were conducted in order to determine 

whether the different training sessions influenced performance in the written 

knowledge tests or the AST parameters. No significant differences between the 

training groups were found, either for the written knowledge tests (declarative: 

F(2,40) = 1.685, p > .05; procedural: F(2,40) = 0.387, p > .05) or for the AST 

measures (concepts: F(2,40) = 1.215, p > .05; clusters: F(2,40) = 0.078, p > .05; 

edges: F(2,40) = 0.792, p > .05; diameter: F(2,40) = 0.667, p > .05; weighted 

density: F(2,40) = 0.226, p > .05). The three training groups were thus combined 

into one sample (N = 41).  

 
Results and discussion 

 

Concepts that were most often associated included the five main parameters of 

CAMS, the context of CAMS (spacecraft, astronauts, life support system, 

simulation), the main tasks in CAMS (control, system faults, repair) and controllers 

(valves, graphs, time). The three most associated concepts (cabin pressure, O2, 

control) were each associated by almost 50% of all participants, indicating an 

overlap of associated concepts.  

 Performance levels of system control and diagnostic performance (see Table 

3) were comparable to results obtained in a previous, similar experiment with 

CAMS (Sauer et al., 2008).  
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 All AST measures were intercorrelated in the manner assumed in section 1.3. 

Positive correlations between concepts, edges, clusters and diameter were found, 

whereas weighted density was negatively correlated with the other AST measures 

and coherence.  

 Surprisingly, the number of edges and the diameter exhibit negative 

correlations with declarative knowledge scores, and no AST measure correlates 

significantly with procedural knowledge scores. This finding could indicate validity 

issues of the employed test for declarative knowledge, as declarative knowledge 

scores show a near-zero correlation with process control performance. Therefore, the 

full versions of the written knowledge tests are employed in the second experiment.  

 To analyze convergent validity (cf. Kraiger & Jung, 1997), correlations 

between GMA , and the AST parameters were calculated. GMA was significantly 

and negatively related to the weighted density measure (i.e. the higher the mental 

ability, the less dense the knowledge network). This result applies to the finding that 

domain experts tend to place fewer relationships among concepts (Schvaneveldt et 

al., 1985; see 1.2), and experts will probably also exhibit higher GMA scores, as 

GMA and the acquisition of knowledge and expertise are related (Schmidt & 

Hunter, 1998).  

 System control performance was not correlated with any of the knowledge-

related parameters. Diagnostic accuracy was significantly correlated with procedural 

knowledge scores and negatively related to weighted density. The negative 

correlation between diagnostic performance and the weighted density measure 

confirms previous findings (see 1.3; Schvaneveldt et al., 1985). There was also a 

negative, albeit not significant, correlation between the number of edges and 

performance. Thus, skilled individuals are assumed to exhibit a smaller density 

because they place only relevant (strong) connections (compare also Figure 3).  

 A hierarchical regression analysis for performance prediction was conducted 

(see Table 4). Procedural knowledge and coherence accounted for 15% of variance 

in diagnostic accuracy, and adding weighted density in a third step explained a 

further 6%. Even though this change in R
2
 did not reach significance (p = .056), the 

results of the regression analysis indicate that weighted density explains variance in 

performance in addition to traditional knowledge measures. 

 
TABLE 4. Summary of hierarchical regression analysis with diagnostic accuracy as a 
criterion 

Variables B SE B ! p 

Step 1     

Procedural knowledge  4.82 2.01 .37 .021 

Step 2     

Procedural knowledge  5.22 1.98 .40 .012 

Coherence 14.63 8.89 .25 .109 

Step 3     

Procedural knowledge  4.54 1.93 .35 .025 

Coherence 3.22 10.31 .06 .757 

Weighted density  –24.28 12.27 –.34
 

.056 

Note. Adjusted R
2 

= .11 for step 1; !R
2
 = .04 for step 2; !R

2
 = .06 for step 3. 
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EXPERIMENT 2 

 

 Based on the findings of the first experiment, for the second experiment we 

assume that (1) the pattern of results regarding the correlations and regression of the 

first study can be confirmed. Moreover, it is hypothesized that (2) procedural 

knowledge will show a positive relationship with diagnostic performance, (3) the 

weighted density of participants’ AST-elicited PFNETs will correlate negatively 

with diagnostic performance, and (4) the weighted density of participants’ AST-

elicited PFNETs will explain incremental variance in diagnostic performance. 

 
Method 

 

 The experimental task (CAMS) and the performance measures were the same 

as in Experiment 1 (see Section 2.1.2 for information on the experimental task and 

Section 2.1.4 for performance measures). The AST was also administered as in the 

first experiment (see 2.1.4).  

 Participants Fifty students (26 female) doing their B.Sc. and M.Sc. in 

engineering at a university in Germany participated in the study. The students were 

paid 100 EUR (approx. 130 USD) for participation in all three sessions. The mean 

age of the participants was 23.6 years (SD = 2.9).  

 Testing procedure Due to organizational and end-of-semester time 

constraints, the testing session could not be held two weeks after initial training, as 

in Experiment 1, but was held one week after training. Otherwise, testing was 

carried out in the same way as in Experiment 1.  

 Written knowledge tests As the validity of the shortened test was questioned 

in Experiment 1, the full version of the above-described knowledge tests (see 2.1.4) 

was administered. The declarative knowledge test comprised twelve multiple-choice 

questions requiring an additional short explanation and three open questions. The 

maximum possible score was 21 points. The procedural knowledge test contained 

twelve multiple-choice items (four items each concerning description, symptoms 

and interventions of fault states). The maximum possible score was twelve points. 

 Cognitive variables In addition to GMA (see 2.1.4), working memory 

capacity was assessed in Experiment 2, and was measured with a computerized n-

back task. In the n-back task, the participant is requested to monitor a series of one-

digit numbers from zero to nine presented in a random sequence. The participants 

are required to indicate whenever a number is presented that was presented two (2-

back task) or three trials (3-back task) previously. Ten stimulus blocks with 24 

stimulus trials each were administered, alternating between 2-back and 3-back 

conditions (only 2-back data were analyzed here; Schoofs, Preuss, & Wolf, 2008). 

Correct reactions are measured in percentages. 

 Training All participants received drill and practice as conducted in 

Experiment 1. The training took place in groups of usually ten participants with one 

supervisor. The same five system faults as in Experiment 1 were trained.  
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Results and discussion 

 

 The data of one participant were removed from the analyses. This participant 

named only two concepts in the association task, suggesting that he/she had not fully 

understood the objective of the AST.  

 Similarly to Experiment 2, the most associated concepts were also the 

parameters of CAMS, the context, the main tasks and controllers. The three most 

associated concepts (N2, system fault, O2) were each associated by two-thirds of all 

participants. 

 All AST measures and coherence were again intercorrelated (see Table 5) 

and showed the expected pattern (see 1.3).  

 As expected, GMA was again negatively correlated with weighted density. 

Working memory capacity was correlated with concepts and clusters. It seems 

reasonable that participants who are good at keeping information active while using 

it, i.e. had a high working memory capacity, were better able to associate concepts 

stored in long-term memory as chunks of similar and linked concepts (Wickens, 

Lee, Liu, & Becker, 2004).  

 Confirming results of the first experiment, system control performance was 

not related to any of the AST measures, but to procedural and declarative knowledge 

scores.  

 The second hypothesis was confirmed as procedural knowledge scores 

correlated with diagnostic accuracy. This result supports the assumption of validity 

issues with the shortened versions of verbal knowledge measures. 

 The third hypothesis was also supported by the results. Confirming the 

results of the first study, structural knowledge was significantly and negatively 

related to diagnostic accuracy. To provide a better understanding of the relationship 

between weighted density and diagnostic accuracy, the knowledge networks of a 

poor and a high performer regarding diagnostic performance are compared as 

examples. Figure 3 shows that the network of the poor performer contains fewer 

concepts than the network of the high performer, but with many edges (at least four 

per concept), while the network of the high performer was characterized by one 

main concept ('life support system'), which represents the main critical goal in 

CAMS, to monitor the crew's survival. This concept was linked to concepts critical 

for survival such as O2, but not every concept had several connections to others. 

 Finally, a hierarchical regression analysis was performed, with diagnostic 

accuracy as a criterion and all knowledge measures that were correlated with it as 

predictors (see Table 6). Weighted density explained additional variance to 

declarative and procedural knowledge in diagnostic accuracy (23% in total). By 

adding coherence in the fourth step, even more variance in diagnostic accuracy was 

explained (30% in total, p < .05). However, the individual contribution of weighted 

density to the regression model decreased and was not significant (p > .05), while 

coherence displayed a higher individual contribution. 
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Figure 3. Knowledge elicited by the Association Structure Test graph for a poor and a high performer. 1 

=strong relationship, 4 = no/weak relationship. Note that the high performer associated 22 concepts in 

the first part of the AST. Of these, 15 were presented for pairwise relatedness ratings. The participant 

did not rate one of the presented concepts as related to the others, resulting in a graph with 14 nodes. 

The concepts that were associated but not inserted into the graph are displayed at the bottom.  

 

 
 

TABLE 6. Summary of hierarchical regression analysis with diagnostic accuracy as a criterion 

Variable B SE B ! p 
Step 1      

Declarative knowledge 1.73 0.94 .26 .072 

Step 2     

Declarative knowledge 0.49 0.96 .07 .616 

Procedural knowledge  4.51 1.49 .44 .004 

Step 3     

Declarative knowledge 0.17 0.95 .03 .855 

Procedural knowledge 4.57 1.45 .44 .003 

Weighted density –19.68 10.38 –.24 .064 

Step 4     

Declarative knowledge 0.03 0.91 .00 .978 

Procedural knowledge 3.93 1.42 .38 .008 

Weighted density –1.53 12.72 –.02 .905 

Coherence 28.62 12.55 .37 .027 

Note. Adjusted R2 
= .05 for step 1; !R2

 = .14 for step 2; !R2
 = .04 for step 3; !R2

 = .07 for step 4. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

 

 The aim of the present study was to provide a better understanding of 

knowledge use of operators in process control environments and to assess the potential 

of structural knowledge as a training outcome. The overall pattern of results in 

Experiment 2 largely confirmed findings of Experiment 1 and the hypotheses. 

Evidence for internal consistency as well as convergent, discriminant and predictive 

validity of the AST was obtained. First, both the factor analysis and the MDS 

supported the theoretic rationale underlying the AST and the assertion that weighted 

density carries the largest amount of structural information. Second, the AST measures 

were related to outside criteria such as coherence, GMA and working memory 

capacity. Third, the AST’s weighted density measure was correlated with diagnostic 

performance.  

 Negative correlations between structural knowledge and diagnostic 

performance as well as the number of edges and performance were found in both 

experiments. Similar results were described by Meyer (2008), Schvaneveldt et al. 

(1985), and Rothe and Warning (1991). A comparison of the knowledge network 

depicted differences between a highly skilled participant and a low-skilled participant. 

Admittedly, there are differences in experience and expertise between domain experts, 

e.g. in the study by Schvaneveldt et al. and the participants in the present study. 

Therefore, there are limits on the transfer of results obtained with experts with several 

years of experience and the present study, which highlights the need for further 

research to include more experienced operators.  

 Diagnostic performance was not only correlated with procedural and 

declarative knowledge, but also with structural knowledge. System control, on the 

other hand, was only related to declarative and procedural knowledge. This finding 

indicates that different tasks of process control rely on different types of knowledge, 

corresponding to the assumption that "different control goals and states during process 

control call for quite different knowledge" (Kluwe, 1997, p. 62). While both system 

control and diagnostic performance are associated with the amount of knowledge 

acquired, only diagnostic performance seems to be based on the way knowledge is 

organized and concepts are related (cf. Day et al., 2001). This seems to relate to the 

fact that diagnosis requires a more complex knowledge base and thinking about what 

was caused by what, while controlling a system requires a focus on the forward flow 

of events (Wickens & Hollands, 2000; Landeweerd, 1979). Understanding the causes 

of a system fault might depend more strongly on implicit sections of knowledge and 

knowing different interrelations than predicting events. However, this assumption 

needs the further support of empirical evidence from studies measuring different types 

of knowledge in process control.  

 In the first experiment, weighted density added to explained variance in process 

control performance beyond the traditional measures of knowledge, a finding which is 

in line with previous research (e.g. Kraiger et al., 1995; Meyer, 2008). In the second 

experiment, these results were only partly confirmed. While coherence was not 

significantly related to performance in the re-analyzed study by Meyer (2008) and the 

first experiment, it was correlated with diagnostic performance in the second 
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experiment and explained additional variance in performance. This pattern of results 

suggests the need for further research to compare weighted density and coherence and 

to assess in which cases which of the measures is appropriate. As the time between 

training and testing differed between Experiments 1 and 2, retention intervals might 

play a role in the usefulness of the two measures. However, the replicated finding that 

coherence and weighted density were related supports the notion that structural 

assessment is possible without expert-identified concepts and the necessity of a 

referent network, underlying the usefulness of the AST as a whole.  

 As the experiments did not include a pre-/post-test design with regard to 

structural knowledge, i.e. structural knowledge was not assessed before training but 

only after training, it is difficult to conclude that participants gathered more structural 

knowledge after training than before. However, as CAMS was new to all participants 

and has its own specific characteristics, which do not, or only partly, correspond to real 

physical processes, it would have been difficult for participants to associate any 

concepts to the stimulus 'CAMS' before training. Nevertheless, one could have 

employed a first testing of structural knowledge after an introduction to CAMS. We 

therefore see the cross-sectional design of Experiments 1 and 2 as a first step in 

validating the AST. Further studies should address this issue by employing a pre-/post-

design.  

 The strengths of using participants' own associations for the relatedness ratings 

instead of presenting participants’ preselected terms is that association tasks provide 

information about the organization and depth of a knowledge structure that cannot be 

captured by similarity judgments alone (Davis et al., 2003). However, users of the 

method might also have to deal with a trade-off of the procedure. As the core idea of 

the AST is to associate freely to a given stimulus term, a variety of what can be 

associated results, and not every term might seem appropriate. We assume, however, 

that the associated concepts are useful for the particular participant. Whether the 

subjective usefulness seen by the participants transfers to a general or “objective” 

usefulness is a question that, at least in our opinion, can be partly quantified by the 

weighted density: A detailed overall knowledge of the domain will lead to an 

association of more concepts and to fewer connections that the participant places with 

confidence, resulting in lower weighted density scores. Also, our analysis of the 

associated terms showed a reasonable overlap between participants, and demonstrated 

that terms were related to CAMS. This is a first indication that the participants 

associated reliable terms, but further research is needed.  

 With regard to training practice, the presented results indicate that structural 

knowledge as elicited by the AST might be useful in different ways. First, the 

assessment of structural knowledge allows for performance prediction regarding 

diagnostic performance and could be employed to differentiate between the levels of 

expertise among training participants. Second, the graphical representations of trainees' 

knowledge networks could be valuable for further training measures: Trainers could 

ask participants to explain certain connections between system components they think 

exist and possible misconceptions could be detected. Third, knowledge networks from 

subject matter experts might be used for visual instruction of novices and to allow for 

knowledge transfer – which is hardly feasible with traditional knowledge assessment 
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methods. Furthermore, in a computer-based form of training in which measuring 

knowledge is also computer-based, there is no change of media, which might impede 

learning.  

 Altogether, considering the strengths and weaknesses of different knowledge 

assessment methods, the results of this study indicate that structural assessment with 

the AST shows promise as a training outcome in process control. However, further 

research, e.g. employing the AST in a field setting such as a plant, is needed for further 

evaluation.  
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Footnotes 

 

1 
If the number of terms entered during the first stage of the AST exceeds the specified maximum, the 

total number of terms selected for pairwise comparison in the second stage is equal to the specified 

maximum (i.e., 15). The sample of terms is chosen from clusters formed in the first stage: The very first 

term in each cluster enters the second stage; the remaining terms are selected randomly from each of the 

clusters in proportion to the cluster size. In this way, the selected terms represent the terms entered in 

the first stage and a preservation of the cognitive structure is maintained.  
 

2 
The difference to the original sample size of 193 in Meyer’s (2008) original study is due to missing 

values: Coherence is not properly defined for networks with three or less nodes, which occurred ten 

times. 
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Chapter 8

Summary of results

In the next sections, the results of the four studies are summarized. First,

results concerning effects of operator characteristics on training outcomes

and second, results concerning effects of training methods on training out-

comes will be described. Finally, results of all studies will be integrated and

summarized on a comprehensive level.

8.1 Effects of operator characteristics on
training outcomes

Studies I and II analyzed the effects of operator characteristics –both cogni-

tive and personality variables– on training outcomes in process control. In

Study I, cognitive ability (Wonderlic, 2002) and cognitive flexibility (Spiro,

Feltovich & Coulson, 1996) were assessed as cognitive variables, and con-

scientiousness, openness, emotional stability (Saucier, 1994) and pretraining

self-efficacy (Schyns & Collani, 2002) were assessed as personality variables.

The objective of Study II was to confirm and extend findings of Study I by

investigating the effects of the same and additional operator characteristics

on training outcomes. Working memory capacity (Schoofs, Preuß & Wolf,

2008), set-shifting performance (Nagano-Saito et al., 2008; Nelson, 1976)

and decision making (Brand et al., 2005) were assessed as additional cog-
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nitive variables, and need for cognition (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982; Keller,

Bohner & Erb, 2000) and perfectionism (Altstötter-Gleich & Bergemann,

2006) were assessed as additional personality variables. For detailed infor-

mation about the operator characteristics, their measurement and the design

of the experiments, please refer to Studies I and II.

In Table 8.11 the effects of operator characteristics on training outcomes

in process control are summarized based on the results of Studies I and II. The

training outcomes include system control and fault finding performance as

skill-based training outcomes as well as declarative and procedural knowledge

as cognitive training outcomes.

Findings showed that cognitive ability was confirmed to be related to

system control, fault finding and knowledge in more than one experiment.

Moreover, further cognitive variables such as cognitive flexibility, working

memory capacity, set-shifting performance and decision making were asso-

ciated with process control performance. Regarding personality variables,

need for cognition and perfectionism were related to knowledge. However, in

none of the three experiments were the personality traits conscientiousness,

openness, emotional stability or pretraining self-efficacy related to process

control performance or knowledge.

8.2 Effects of training methods on training
outcomes

In Studies III and IV, effects of training on training outcomes were investi-

gated. While Study III analyzed the effect of different training methods on

training outcomes, Study IV investigated how effects of training on training

outcomes can be measured.
1The classification for cognitive and personality variables in Study I and Study II do

not correspond fully. In Table 8.1, the classification from Study I was adopted.
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Table 8.1: Evidence for positive effects of operator characteristics on process
control performance (Study I and II)

System Fault Declarative Procedural
control finding knowledge knowledge

Cognitive variables
- Cognitive ability + ++ ++ +
- Cognitive flexibility + +
- Working memory∗ +
- Set-shifting∗a + +
- Decision making∗ + +

Personality variables
- Conscientiousness
- Openness∗

- Emotional stability∗

- Self-efficacy∗

- Need for cognition∗b + +
- Perfectionism∗c +

Notes: + = evidence for positive relationship in one experiment; ++ = evidence

for positive relationship in two experiments.∗Only assessed in one experiment.
aAbility to establish and then shift responses or tasks (Nagano-Saito et al., 2008).
bTendency to engage in and enjoy thinking (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982). cSubscale:

Doubts about own actions. Procedural knowledge was not assessed in Study I.

In Study III, three training methods were designed to enhance attention

management skills and process control performance. The objective was to

support learners by providing them with attention management strategies in

order to reduce their mental workload. The training methods EST, EST/SA

and D&P were employed to examine performance in practiced and novel

situations over a retention interval of six weeks.

The main results of the experiment are summarized as follows: First,

D&P proved to be effective for fault finding of practiced faults in terms of

speed and accuracy. Second, EST showed positive effects on system control

performance during practiced faults. Finally, EST/SA supported system
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control performance during novel faults as well as diagnostic performance of

novel faults.

Study IV aimed at applying a novel method for structural knowledge as-

sessment to process control in order to assess its potential as a training out-

come. In addition, the goal was to broaden the understanding of knowledge

types needed for successful process control performance. Two experiments

were conducted in which declarative, procedural and structural knowledge

was assessed and process control performance was tested.

In both studies, structural knowledge was correlated with diagnostic per-

formance. Diagnostic performance was not only correlated with procedural

and declarative knowledge, but also with structural knowledge. System con-

trol, on the other hand, was only related to declarative and procedural knowl-

edge. Evidence for internal consistency as well as convergent and predictive

validity of the novel measure for structural knowledge was obtained.

8.3 Comprehensive summary of results of all
studies

The research question formulated in the introduction was: How can training

best support process control performance with regard to operator charac-

teristics? And more specifically: Which operator characteristics, training

methods and knowledge types support which training outcomes in process

control best?

In Table 8.2, the main findings of all four studies are summarized ac-

cording to the training objectives of process control training (see section

2.2). The Table depicts those operator characteristics, training methods and

knowledge types that enhance system control and diagnostic performance

best. The results of the four studies suggest the following:
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– System control is best supported by cognitive ability and low cognitive

flexibility, EST and EST/SA as well as enhancement of declarative and

procedural knowledge.

– Fault finding is best supported by cognitive ability, high cognitive

flexibility, high working memory capacity, high ability in set-shifting,

EST/SA and D&P as well as enhancement of declarative, procedural

and structural knowledge.

Table 8.2: Comprehensive findings of all studies: Enhancement of process
control performance (indicated by a +) by operator characteristics, training
methods and knowledge types

System control Fault finding

Operator characteristics
Cognitive ability + +
Cognitive flexibility (CF) + (low CF) + (high CF)
Working memory +
Set-shifting +
Decision-making +

Training methods
Emphasis shift training (EST) + (practiced F.)
EST and situation awareness + (novel F.) + (novel F.)
Drill and practice + (practiced F.)

Knowledge types
Declarative + +
Procedural + +
Structural +
Notes: F. = faults.

The findings suggest that the two main tasks of process control –system

control and fault finding– are influenced in different ways by operator char-

acteristics, training methods and knowledge types. A range of different op-

erator characteristics affect performance, but do so differently regarding task
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components of process control. Working memory capacity, set-shifting per-

formance and decision making affect fault finding as opposed to system con-

trol, which is not affected by these operator characteristics. Similarly, train-

ing methods affect the main tasks of process control differently. For example,

EST supports system control performance but not fault finding.
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Chapter 9

Discussion

9.1 Discussion of main findings

In accordance with previous findings (e.g. Colquitt et al., 2000; Salas et al.,

2006b), operator characteristics were shown to be relevant for performance.

Regarding GMA specifically, results were in line with findings by Schmidt

and Hunter (1998) and Kramer (2009) found in different fields of work.

The present results extend these findings on the relevance of GMA to the

field of process control. Moreover, operator characteristics that are specifi-

cally related to process control performance were found. While Salas et al.

(2006b) identified four individual characteristics, namely cognitive ability,

self-efficacy, goal orientation and motivation, the presented studies also iden-

tified cognitive style, decision making and variables of executive functions

(e.g. working memory capacity, set-shifting performance) as related to per-

formance.

Taken together, cognitive operator characteristics as opposed to person-

ality variables showed the greatest influence on process control performance.

This finding is in line with a range of studies that emphasize the importance

of cognitive skills, decision making and information processing in process

control (Gatfield, 1999; Kragt & Landeweerd, 1974; Moray, 1997; Wick-

ens & Hollands, 2000). The results also correspond to findings obtained by
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Ackerman, Kanfer and Goff (1995) in the context of air traffic control. Ack-

erman et al. investigated the skill acquisition of over ninety trainees in an

air traffic controller simulation task (Terminal Radar Approach Controller,

TRACON). While Ackerman et al. found significant relationships between

cognitive ability and performance in TRACON, there was no significant re-

lationship between personality traits (“Big Five”) and performance. Hence,

similarly to the present findings, cognitive variables showed a stronger influ-

ence on performance than personality variables on performance.

The cognitive operator characteristics cognitive ability, cognitive flexibil-

ity, working memory capacity, set-shifting performance and decision making

showed an influence on performance and knowledge acquisition. These cogni-

tive operator characteristics can be related to the process control task and its

requirements in order to gain a better understanding of their mode of action

and effectiveness. Considering the task and demands of process control, cog-

nitive operator characteristics can be related to different stages and functions

in the control of the system. Cognitive ability can help in acquiring a gen-

eral understanding of the system and the plant. Cognitive ability supports

(a) the acquisition of knowledge and the development of a mental model of

the plant (cf. Schmidt & Hunter, 1998), supports (b) the understanding of

the causal structure of the system, and (c) the understanding of instructions

and information given by the system (Kluge, 2008; Wittmann & Hattrup,

2004). Depending on the level of cognitive flexibility, either system control

or fault finding performance are mostly supported. High working memory

capacity can aid fault finding, because information about the system state,

symptoms and their effects can be memorized better, so that information can

be analyzed, steps can be planned and actions taken (cf. Burkolter et al.,

2007; Ormerod, Richardson & Shepherd, 1998). Similarly, high set-shifting

ability can help in identifying patterns of symptoms and responding to them

in order to diagnose a system fault. Moreover, with high set-shifting ability,
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an operator is also able to flexibly shift attention to another task or symptom

when needed (cf. Nagano-Saito et al., 2008). In this way, set-shifting ability

may also help in fault finding of novel system faults, i.e. adaptive transfer.

Finally, high dynamics, interrelatedness, feedback delays, and opaqueness

pose high demands on decision making in complex task performance (Gon-

zalez, 2004; Gonzalez et al., 2005). Therefore, high decision making ability is

helpful in the interaction with complex and dynamic systems (e.g. Wickens

et al., 1998) and it seems reasonable to assume low risk-taking behavior to

be more effective in process control than high risk-taking behavior.

Results regarding the effects of operator characteristics on performance

are important not only for personnel selection and training, but also for inter-

face design. As Szalma (2009) notes, in the future, it will also be important

to meet the needs of the individual in interface design. By incorporating

an individual differences approach to human factors research and practice,

the understanding of human–machine interaction can be improved and the

accuracy of theoretical models of human and system performance can be in-

creased. This knowledge can be used to improve interface design by making

the designs more inclusive (Szalma, 2009). For instance, one could think

of different configurations of displays with respect to the cognitive styles of

operators depicting low or high numbers of parameters in different layouts.

Regarding training methods in process control, D&P was effective for

speed and accuracy in diagnosing practiced fault states. D&P has much

in common with procedure-based training in that both training approaches

emphasize the necessity to work through the steps of a procedure precisely

(Sauer et al., 2000b; Hockey et al., 2007). Basically, the two approaches dif-

fer in the number of exercises given to trainees with D&P focusing on a high

number of drills and repetition. In line with findings on the effectiveness of

procedure-based training, the effectiveness of D&P was confined to familiar

fault states. Hockey et al. state that training approaches concentrating on
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teaching procedures rather than teaching knowledge have a restricted range

of transfer. In contrast, EST/SA was successful both at supporting system

control performance during novel faults and at fault finding of novel faults.

SA training facilitates the construction of mental models (Endsley & Robert-

son, 2000) which might have supported the transfer from practiced faults to

novel faults. Similarly, knowledge-based training enhances the construction

of mental models, which is assumed to be more flexible for applying learning

to unfamiliar situations (Hockey et al., 2007).

The findings of Study IV showed that structural assessment (using path-

finder analyses) was predictive for performance and transfer. These results

are in line with findings from studies entailing complex and dynamic tasks

such as aviation or troubleshooting (e.g. Day, Arthur & Gettman, 2001;

Rowe, Cooke, Hall & Halgren, 1996). These research findings are thus ex-

tended by similar results from process control. Despite a range of studies

concerning structural knowledge and structural assessment in educational

psychology (e.g. Goldsmith, Johnson & Acton, 1991) which have also influ-

enced research in organizational psychology (e.g. Davis et al., 2003), there

has been much less research in the field of process control on structural knowl-

edge and its assessment. Studies on knowledge and knowledge types related

to process control are generally harder to come by (Kluwe, 1997). However,

as not only studies in the field of complex and dynamic tasks, but also Study

IV, showed structural assessment as a training outcome to be a promising

avenue, pursuing this research should be encouraged.

9.2 Discussion of results found in all studies

In the following sections, results found in all studies are discussed with regard

to previous findings, limitations of the studies, and further research and

practice.
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9.2.1 The importance of designing training according
to the main tasks of process control

First of all, the most important finding is that Landeweerd’s (1979) no-

tion that abilities in system control and fault finding are independent was

confirmed in all of the studies. In the study on operator characteristics, sys-

tem control and diagnostic performance were supported by different levels

of cognitive flexibility. Further studies on operator characteristics showed

that only fault finding was related to working memory capacity, set-shifting

performance and decision making while system control performance was not

associated with these characteristics. Moreover, the comparative study of

training methods revealed that the main tasks of process control were influ-

enced differently by training. Emphasis shift training, for instance, showed

only effects on system control performance (during practiced fault states).

Finally, system control and fault finding seem to depend on different knowl-

edge types. While both tasks were associated with declarative and procedural

knowledge, only fault finding was related to structural knowledge.

These findings first of all emphasize the importance of clearly stating sys-

tem control and fault finding performance separately as a training objective

in process control, since they are supported by different operator character-

istics, training methods and knowledge types. Second, training interventions

need to be designed according to each of the subtasks.

9.2.2 The importance of assessing training outcomes
in a multifaceted way

The findings of the studies yield a differentiated and multifaceted picture of

factors that influence process control performance on an individual level. All

studies showed that the effects of the independent variables on the training

outcomes varied depending on the type of training outcome. This applied
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not only to skill-based outcomes as described above (i.e. system control and

fault finding), but also for cognitive and affective outcomes.

Studies I and II showed that operator characteristics had different effects

on system control and fault finding. In addition, operator characteristics af-

fected declarative and procedural knowledge differently. For instance, some

operator characteristics had only an effect on declarative knowledge but not

on procedural knowledge and vice versa (e.g. set-shifting performance, deci-

sion making). In Study III, no effects of training methods on cognitive and

affective outcomes were found; effects were found only on skill-based training

outcomes. Finally, Study IV clearly showed that assessing structural knowl-

edge as a further cognitive training outcome explained additional variance in

process control performance. Hence, it seems promising to include additional

measures of training outcome in training evaluation.

In conclusion, the findings of this thesis show that training outcomes have

to be assessed in a multi-faceted way. In this way, it can be ensured that

the effects of training are evaluated in a comprehensive and differentiated

manner. This finding supports suggestions by Kraiger et al. (1993), who

stated that learning outcomes are multidimensional. Therefore, they see it

as unnecessarily restrictive and out of step with modern learning theories

to solely measure changes in verbal knowledge or behavioral capacities as

training outcomes. The present studies have all shown, on an empirical

basis, that the latter also holds true for process control performance.

9.2.3 The importance of the training analysis phase in
training development

Taken together, the two main conclusions drawn from the results of the

studies above, highlight the importance of the training analysis and design

phase. First, the importance of designing training according to the main

tasks of process control and second, the importance of assessing training
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outcomes in a multifaceted way was derived from the results. These two

conclusions give rise to a third conclusion: The importance of the training

analysis phase in training development.

Findings indicate that process control performance can be supported by

a thorough training analysis that takes into account the differentiated pic-

ture of factors influencing different training outcomes. To be able to (a)

design training and (b) plan the measurement of training outcomes appro-

priately, the task characteristics and its requirements have to be determined

thoroughly. Individual characteristics, characteristics of the task and its re-

quirements as well as a multidimensional measurement of training outcomes

have to be considered beforehand. With knowledge gained in a training and

task analysis, effective training and a multi-faceted training evaluation can

be designed.

Goldstein (1993), Patrick (1992) and Salas et al. (2006b) emphasized the

importance of a thorough training needs analysis in training development.

The present studies support this recommendation based on empirical data

drawn from several training experiments. Moreover, this recommendation

for training design in general but not specified for a work environment, also

seems to be relevant for the field of process control, i.e. a complex and

potentially hazardous work environment.

9.3 Limitations of the studies

All studies of this thesis were conducted with the computer-based process

control task CAMS. There are several reasons in favor of using CAMS as

an experimental task, such as the possibility to measure adaptive transfer

and primary and secondary task performance. On the other hand, the use of

simulations in general and CAMS in particular also entails some trade-offs.

Taking into account that CAMS has been applied in a range of studies, it

might seem surprising that there has not been any formal validation of the
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simulation (cf. Sauer et al., 2008). A validation study, for example compar-

ing the CAMS task to another process control task in order to analyze dis-

criminant and convergent validity, might have been beneficial (cf. Burkolter,

Kluge, German & Grauel, 2009). As the use of simulations involves the ques-

tion of generalizability to the “real” world, a sound validation of a simulated

environment supports external validity. However, an important requirement

for generalization from simulation studies is theory (Brehmer, 2004). This

requirement is given as CAMS was developed on the basis of a theory of

human performance (Sauer et al., 2000a).

Common to all studies was that either trainee operators or engineering

students were invited as participants. Thus, individuals at the beginning of

their vocational careers, who so far have little experience, participated in

the studies. Presumably, effects of operator characteristics and training on

performance might be different with more experienced operators (cf. Study

II), especially if one considers that in process control, operators often work

for several years on a plant and gather a great deal of experience before they

are given their assignments as control room operators (Kluge et al., 2009).

Thus, the transfer of results to process control is limited to novices and initial

learning. Moreover, participants did not practice the task between the exper-

imental sessions, which might not directly apply to real-world settings, where

operators usually work between training sessions and thus gain experience in

this time.

9.4 Suggestions for further research and prac-
tice

The independence of skills in system control and fault finding was replicated

in all experiments. This is crucial information for training. One needs to

consider the independence of the two tasks and the findings of the studies
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in different phases of training design and delivery. Following the training

phases by Salas et al. (2006b), the following suggestions are made:

– In the training analysis phase, training objectives and cognitive re-

quirements should be elaborated separately for fault finding and system

control.

– In the training design phase, the focus should be on operator character-

istics that influence learning outcomes in process control tasks differ-

ently. However, the trainability of operator characteristics is limited.

Nevertheless, insights into essential operator characteristics can guide

decisions in selection – for example, in order to answer the question:

Who will be most likely to succeed in a training program?

– In training development and delivery, training should contain parts es-

pecially designed for enhancing fault finding skills and system control

performance. For fault finding of practiced fault states D&P and for

fault finding of novel fault states, EST combined with situation aware-

ness training is suggested. System control during practiced faults can

be supported with EST, while EST combined with situation awareness

training supports system control during novel faults.

– In training evaluation, it will be important to cover different facets

of learning and knowledge as training outcomes, as they are related

differently to the main tasks of process control.

Regarding future research, an important fact to consider are long-term

effects – as much for operator characteristics as for training and training

evaluation. Since there are situations in process control that may not occur

for several years (see section 2.2), long-term effects are of special importance

in this field. Thus, future experiments might explore the predictive quali-

ties of operator characteristics for process control performance over several
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months or years. Likewise, the effects of different training methods might be

evaluated after a retention interval of a number of months or years.

Regarding operator characteristics, not only might the direct influence

of a variable on process control performance be of interest; the interaction

of two operator characteristics on performance, i.e. the contribution of two

variables at the same time, might explain additional variance in performance.

Moreover, participants might benefit differently from training with respect

to operator characteristics and different training methods (e.g. Gully, Payne,

Koles & Whiteman, 2002). Hence, further research might investigate inter-

action effects between training methods and individual differences (aptitude–

treatment interaction effects; e.g. Goldstein, 1993; Patrick, 1992).

Furthermore, the effects of different training methods on process con-

trol performance might be analyzed with respect to their sequencing in an

overall training program, i.e. to analyze which training method may best

support skill and knowledge acquisition in the beginning or at a later stage

of skill acquisition. This suggestion is also related to the question of how

the presented results were influenced by the fact that the study participants

were novices. Future research could explore which training methods are best

suited for which skill acquisition phase.

In conclusion, this doctoral thesis has shown that the integration of re-

search from different disciplines is fruitful and can lead to new insights. It

is worthwhile to reinforce the study of individual differences in human fac-

tors research. Given a changing workforce and increased diversity at the

workplace, for instance regarding age or ethnic background (Hedge & Bor-

man, 2006; Thayer, 1997), a consideration of individual differences becomes

more important in training research. Furthermore, it is assumed that the

use of technology will spread in the future, leading to jobs that require fewer

sensory and physical skills and more (complex) cognitive skills (Hedge &

Borman, 2006). This development also has implications for training design
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and research. By integrating findings from the training of complex, cognitive

skills into complex and dynamic work domains, present training approaches

can be enhanced in order to meet future demands.
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